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ABSTRACT

Thin metallic liners that provide leak-free service in
cryogenic propulsion systems are overwrapped with a glass-fiber
composite that provides strength and protection from handling
damage. The resultant tube is lightweight, strong, and has a
very low thermal flux. The resultant reduced boiloff of stored
cryogenic propellants yields a substantial weight savings on
long-term missions (7 days or greater). Twelve styles of tubing
ranging from 1/2 to 5 in. (1.27 to 12.7 cm) in diameter were
fabricated and tested at operating temperatures from +70 to -423 F

(294 to 200K) and operating pressures up to 3000 psi (2068 N/cm 2 ).

Results for most of the 12 concepts were excellent.

xi



LOW THERMAL FLUX GLASS-FIBER TUBING

FOR CRYOGENIC SERVICE

By Charles A.* Hall, Thomas J. Pharo,
John M. Phillips and John P. Gille

Martin Marietta Corporation

SUMMARY

This is the final report of an 18-month program that was con-
ducted under Contract NAS3-12047. The objective of the program
was to develop lightweight, glass-fiber tubing and attendant fit-
tings and seals for use as cryogenic plumbing on space vehicles.
Three different sizes of tubing were selected with four end or
joint configurations on each size. The tubes were then fabricated
(12 specimens of each design) and subjected to thermal, burst, and
cycle testing. The thermal properties were compared with existing
tubing standards to determine the advantages of the glass tubing.

The program consisted of five basic tasks, namely:

Task I - Design of Test Specimens and Test
Apparatus;

Task II - Fabrication of Test Specimens and
Hardware;

Task III - Testing;

Task IV - Analysis of Test Results;

Task V - Reporting.

During Task I, an analysis program assessed thermal, structural,
and fabrication parameters and formed the basis for the tubing de-
sign. Ultimately, thin metallic liners, 0.003 to 0.009 in. thick
(0.0076 to 0.0229 cm), were selected as the primary load-carrying
member. These liners were overwrapped with a glass-fiber composite,
including a cryogenic resin matrix, which strengthened the tube and
protected the tube from handling or flight dynamics damage. This
tubing concept can substantially reduce boil-off and venting require-
ments. Concurrent with this analysis effort, a series of preliminary
tests were performed to aid in selecting materials of construction



(tensile tests), end fitting configurations (leakage tests), and
methods of liner fabrication (welding tests). The 12 tubing con-
figurations were selected (and approved by the NASA-LeRC Project
Manager) and design drawings were prepared and issued. Test fix-
ture designs, in accordance with the test plan, were also completed
during this task.

During Task II, the tubes were fabricated and verified ready
for test. A total of 134 specimens were prepared, 12 each of 11
configurations and 2 of the 12th. Tube fabrication included liner
welding, joining of the liners to end fittings, instrumentation
installation, overwrapping and curing, and a series of in-process
leak checks. Much of the metal fabrication was subcontracted to
bellows manufacturers. Test fixtures were fabricated concurrent
with this effort.

During Task III, the tubes were subjected to a test program
that included burst, cycle, torsion, thermal, and leak check
testing. All tubes were eventually destroyed by burst or torsion
tests.

Task IV consisted of evaluating the results of the test pro-
gram compared to the analysis program in Task I. Task V consisted
of preparing reports including monthly progress reports, a test
plan, a design analysis report, and the final report.

Of the 12 original tube configurations, 10 performed very
satisfactorily. One design concept affecting 2 tube configurations
was abandoned due to an inefficient liner-to-fitting weld. One of
these configurations was redesigned to use a new solid-state bonding
concept and the other configuration was cancelled. The results of
the program clearly verify the advantages in using glass fiber com-
posite lines in cryogenic propellant service. Some of the advantages
include low thermal flux, lightweight construction, low heat soak
back from engines, rapid chilldown, and strength and handling ease.

Additional work is needed to verify vibration acceptance, ex-
tend the diameters to those used in large propulsion systems, improve
chilldown time, and eliminate the leakage problems in some designs.

INTRODUCT ION

Background

In the continuing development of optimum performance cryogenic
propulsion systems, there is considerable interest in the reduction
of system heat flux. Thermal optimization on the propellant tanks
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and support structures is progressing rapidly, but work on the pro-
pellant feed, vent, and pressurization lines has been virtually
nonexistent. Considering the high heat leak through conventional
tubing systems, it is essential that techniques be developed to
produce lines using a low heat leak material or composite materials.

Martin Marietta Corporation proposed to analyze, design, fab-
ricate, and test a series of composite propulsion lines designed
to limit the heat transfer through this portion of the propulsion
system. The composite lines incorporated a thin metal liner to
minimize leakage and provide compatibility with cryogenic propellants

such as liquid fluorine. The thin metal lines were overwrapped
with a glass-fiber material using a suitable matrix. Because the
glass-fiber overwrap is a very good thermal insulator and the thin
metal liner has a very small cross-sectional area, the heat con-
ductivity was reduced considerably.

For a plumbing line on a space vehicle that contributes a
total heat flux of 1 BTU/hr (.293 Watt), the consumption of LH2
for this heat flux alone is calculated to be approximately 2252
lb (102 kg) for a five-year period. Additional weight penalties
are involved because the propellant tank and insulation must be

increased by 50 cu ft (1.41 m 3) to accomodate the extra 225 lb
(102 kg) of propellant. The boiloff of liquid oxygen will be
approximately 500 lb (227 kg) for the same heat flux. If thin
metal-lined tubes can be developed that will not substantially
reduce mission reliability and will, at the same time, reduce the
level of heat conduction, a large payload savings will result.

In a great majority of propulsion systems, the fluid line
wall thickness is determined by handling and maintainability,
not stresses. Calculations show that an Inconel 718 or stainless
steel line with 0.001 in. (0.0025 cm) wall thickness would carry
all internal pressure loads for many propulsion feed lines and
tank vents. When composite tubing can be fabricated with metal
liner wall thickness near 0,001 in. (0.0025 cm) and the handling!
maintenance requirements can be supported with-a material having
a low thermal conductivity, the heat flux will be reduced and the
tubing will be lighter. The following problems must be solved
before the application of low thermal conductive tubing to a space
vehicle:

1) Selection of liner material;

2) Selection of liner thickness;

3) Selection of fabrication techniques;

4) Determination of corrosion factors for FLOX and LF 2;

5) Selection of the overwrap thickness and configuration;

6) Design for proper cycle life and burst pressures; and
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7) Consideration of mission reliability when confronted
with a liner failure.

The objective of the program was to address these problems by
developing lightweight, glass-fiber tubing and attendant fittings

and seals for use as cryogenic plumbing on upper-stage space
vehicles. Three different sizes of tubing were selected with four

end or joint configurations on each size. The tubes were then fab-
ricated (12 specimens of each design) and subjected to thermal,
burst, and cycle testing. The thermal properties were compared with
existing tubing standards to determine the advantages of the glass
tubing.

Approach

Specific items that were performed to accomplish the program
objectives included:

1) Selecting a set of boundaries for analysis by the com-
puter program;

2) Modifying an existing Martin Marietta analytical model
to incorporate the analysis of glass-fiber, metal-lined
tubes;

3) Using the analytical model to assist in the design of
the metal lined tubes including the selection of an

optimum location for the tubes, selection of thermal
barriers and effects of various temperatures at each

end of the tube;

4) Designing the test articles using several joint de-

signs and three sizes: 1/2-. 2-, and 5-in. (1,27. 5.08,
and 12.7 cm) diameter;

5) Preparing the program test plan defining in detail the
testing to be conducted;

6) Designing the test fixturing sufficient to perform
thermal, burst, torsional, and cyclic testing on the

test articles;

7) After design approval, fabricating part of the test

articles and the test fixturing;

8) Subjecting 13 initial test articles to burst testing
and 1 initial test article to cycle testing and

analyzing the data;

9) Incorporating design and fabrication changes resulting
from the initial burst and cycle tests and fabricating

the remaining articles;
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10) Subjecting 55 additional test articles to burst
testing;

11) Subjecting a coupon from each size tube to thermal

conduction testing;

12) Subjecting 5 articles to thermal heat flux testing;

13) Subjecting 65 articles to temperature/pressure cycle
testing followed by burst or torsional testing;

14) Correlating the experimental and analytical data to
show the capability of the analytical model to pre-
dict the tubing performance; and,

15) Reporting future modifications or changes that would
be incorporated into flight-qualified tubing.

The specific assignments in this program were divided into
five tasks in accordance with the contract. Task I included the
thermal, structural and fabrication analyses and the design of
test specimens and test apparatus. In task II, the test articles
and the test fixture were fabricated. The test articles were
subjected to thermal, burst, torsional, and cycle testing during
Task III, followed by the analysis of the results and verifica-
tion of the model (Task IV). Task V included all reporting.

Task I - Design of Test Specimens and Test Apparatus

The effort in Task I consisted of performing thermal, structural,
and fabrication analyses, and reporting the results of these, followed
by design of the test items and test fixtures.

Thermal analysis. - A design analysis was performed to define
thermal design characteristics for glass-fiber composite plumbing
lines of cryogenic propellant tankage. Mission durations of up to
five years in space were considered, and propellants for consider-
ation were liquid hydrogen, liquid fluorine, liquid oxygen, liquid
methane, and liquid FLOX. The plumbing lines included engine feed-
lines and tank pressurization lines. Items considered in the analysis
included:

1) Optimum placement of glass-fiber tube in the plumbing
system (i.e., on warm end, on cold end, or total length
of line) based on a nondimensionalized analysis of a
simplified propellant plumbing system;

2) Leakage of joints and liner,

a) Safety and/or mission reliability,
b) Maximum allowable liquid leak rate (payload penalty);

3) Effect of internal radiation within the line (need for
internal radiation barriers and definition of wall emittance);
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4) Effects of and thermal limiting values (as compared to
stainless steel lines) for wall thickness and liner
thickness as a function of thermal conductivity of
material, line size, operating pressure, and mission
duration-

5) Effect of multilayer insulation or thermal coatings
on the outside of the line;

6) Effects of gas or liquid within the line (due to valve
leakage into an evacuated line or residual fluid); and,

7) Effect of variable warm end temperatures up to 520 0R
(2380K), and cold end temperatures corresponding to
propellant temperatures.

Thermal comparisons to stainless steel plumbing were made
for each of the above items. Design parameters for the glass-
fiber composite lines were established based on the goal of
significant reduction in heat leak over that of stainless steel
lines.

Structural analysis. - Structural analysis was performed
to determine the feasibility of specific materials for the
structural liner and the composite overwrap. Several parameters
were considered appropriate to the identified program for long-
term space vehicles and each was used as a criterion.

Specific considerations during this analysis included the
liner thickness, the maximum allowable liner stress, the bonding
of the glass-fiber overwrap, the effect of gaps between the liner
and the overwrap at a variety of cryogenic temperatures including
anticipated differential temperatures between the liner and the
overwrap, helium permeation, leakage, buckling, torsion, material
compatibility and corrosion, and fitting evaluations,

Before making final joint selections, preliminary testing
was accomplished to determine leakage characteristics of the
joints when subjected to pressure and temperature cycling. Re-
torque requirements, both magnitude and frequency, were determined
in this test program.

Fabrication analysis. - The welding or joining processes that
were evaluated included fusion welding, resistance welding, solid-
state bonding,* and seamless tubes. After welding, some heat-treat
or hardening process may be necessary, and these processes were
briefly evaluated. After fabrication of the thin liner, it was
joined to an end fitting in one of three general methods--

*Solid-state bonding, as used in this report, refers to an
explosive welding process.
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resistance welding, fusion welding or solid-state bonding. Each

of these processes were evaluated. In general, for good penetra-
tion, the thicker portion of the weld joint should be no more
than three times the thickness of the thin member. For example,
if the liner wall thickness is 0.002 in. (0.005 cm) the attaching

portion of the end fitting should not exceed 0.006 in, (0.015 cm).

The fusion weld concept, with the weld at the end of the

assembly, applies to flange-type end fittings. This method of
attachment can be cleaned easily and eliminates contaminant trap
areas from the assembly.

The resistance welding concept is of particular interest when

heat-treatment after welding is undesirable or when dissimilar metals
are used for liner and end fitting. The major disadvantage of this
concept is that a potential cleaning problem and contaminant trap
could exist at the liner end of the fitting.

The solid-state bonding process is particularly useful in

joining dissimilar metals such as CRES or Inconel liners to light
weight aluminum fittings.

The design analysis of the glass-fiber overwrap for the tubing
in this study indicated that it should have sufficient strength and

stiffness to carry a share of the internal pressure loads during
operation (mainly hoop loads), resist external handling loads, and
exhibit the lowest possible thermal conductivity in the axial di-
rection.

Results of this design analysis were presented to the NASA-LeRG
Project Manager for approval before initiation of the following de-
sign effort.

Design of the test specimens. - Three different glass-fiber
composite tubes were designed for a five-year duration mission
employing liquid hydrogen, in accordance with criteria developed
in the analysis and the design sizes and pressures specified in
the contract.

Design of the test fixtures. - Test fixtures were designed
for burst, cycle, torsion, thermal, and leak check testing of the
tubes and joints. The test apparatus is capable of handling oil
or water, liquid nitrogen, and liquid hydrogen for pressurization
and cold helium for leak checking.

Designs of the tubes, joints, and test apparatus were submitted

to the NASA-LeRC Project Manager for review and approval at comple-
tion of the Task I effort.

7



Task II - Fabrication of Test Specimens and Hardware

During Task II, the tubes were fabricated and verified ready
for test. A total of 134 specimens were prepared, 12 each of 11
configurations and 2 of the 12th. Tube fabrication included liner
welding, joining of the liners to end fittings, instrumentation
installation, overwrapping and curing, and a series of in-process
leak checks. Much of the metal fabrication was subcontracted to
highly experienced bellows manufacturers. The test fixtures were
fabricated concurrent with this effort.

Task III - Testing

Burst, cycle, torsion, and thermal testing was conducted as
described below.

Burst test. - Two specimens of each tube and joint combina-
tion were pressurized to failure at 70, -320 and -423 0 (294, 78,
and 20 0K).

Cyclic tests. - Two specimens of each tube and joint combina-
tion were pressure and temperature cycled. Starting at ambient
pressure and temperature, the items were cooled to test temperature,
pressurized to design operating pressure, depressurized, and warmed
up to ambient temperature. This process was repeated for 200 cycles.
The cyclic tests were conducted at 70, -320 and -4230F (294, 78, and
20 0K). After each ten cycles, the helium leak rate of each tube and
joint combination was determined at test temperature. Following the
cyclic test each specimen was held at maximum operating pressure for
a 24 hr period and the leak rate measurements repeated. After leak
checks were completed, each specimen was pressurized to burst or
failed in torsion.

Torsion test. - Representative specimens of each mechanically
joined tube were subjected to a torsional test to verify adequate
resistance to expected assembly or installation loads.

Thermal tests. - The individual components of heat flux trans-
mitted between the warm end and the cold end for each tube-joint
composite style was determined. Temperature profile along the tube
length was also measured. In addition, thermal conductivity of the
glass-fiber composite/liner combination was individually determined
(e.g., sections of the tube were subjected to thermal conductivity
testing).

In addition to the primary test program, as noted above, a
series of preliminary tests were accomplished. This testing in-
cluded material tensile testing, fitting evaluation testing, helium
permeation testing and gap verification testing.

8



Task IV - Analysis of Test Results

Data obtained during testing were analyzed to determine the
effectiveness of the glass-fiber tubing in cryogenic service.
Structural integrity and thermal qLality were evaluated and com-
pared to the predicted performance. Recommendations for design
improvements based on the above comparison were established. The
design criteria established in the initial design phase were up-
dated as indicated by the data analysis. During data analysis
all of the identifiable sources of error were accounted for,
thereby resulting in acceptably small inaccuracies of the test
results.

The following chapters of this report are an account of
the program.
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TASK I - DESIGN OF TEST SPECIMENS AND TEST FIXTURES

The purpose of this phase of the program was to prepare the
design for test specimens and test apparatus for use in evaluating

the feasibility of using low thermal flux glass tubing for extended

periods. The contractural requirements pertaining to the tube de-

sign are listed in the following paragraphs, extracted directly

from the contract, Exhibit A, Scope of Work, for the sake of clarity.

"The Contractor shall design three different glass-fiber

composite tubes for a five year duration mission employ-

ing liquid hydrogen, design sizes and pressures below.

DIAMETER OPERATING PRESSURE

5" I.D. 200 psi
2" IoD, 200 psi
1/2" I.D. 3000 psi

"In addition, for each of the above tubes, the Contractor
shall design two methods of joining the ends of the tube

to another fiber-glass section and two methods of joining

the ends of the tube to a metal tube section. Semi-perma-

nent methods (joint could be physically ground or cut
away allowing a new section to be patched in) may be con-

sidered, but at least one completely disconnectable joint
(bolted flange, mechanical fastener, or clamp) shall be

designed.

"The Contractor shall also design a test apparatus for
pressurizing, thermal testing, and leak checking the

tubes and joints as specified in Task III below. The

test apparatus shall be capable of handling oil or water,
liquid nitrogen, and liquid hydrogen for pressurization

and cold helium or liquid hydrogen for leak checking.

The design shall include the test hardware (eog., tempo-
rary vacuum chamber and plumbing) and test specimen

configuration.

"At the conclusion of the design task the designs of the

tubes, joints, and test apparatus shall be submitted to

the NASA-LeRC Project Manager for review and approval,"

The first effort involved in Task I was a design analysis to
determine the criteria by which the test specimens would be designed.
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After the analysis was completed, test specimen design was accomplished
using the information gained, and test fixtures were designed to per-
form evaluation tests of the specimens.

This report section describes in detail the thermal, structural,
and fabrication analyses performed and the resulting designs.

Thermal Analysis

Method of analysis.- To evaluate thermal benefits to be gained
by use of glass-fiber overwrapped tubing, a parametric analysis was
conducted. The analysis was accomplished by mathematically simu-
lating tube sections of various size, construction, material, and
thermal boundary conditions to predict heat transfer rates due to
the tubes.

A digital computer program was used to accomplish this analysis.
The program uses a conventional finite difference approach to the
solution of a thermal network representing the various heat trans-
fer paths. In addition, logic has been incorporated to set up the
thermal network for the tube configuration from basic specifications,
and to calculate black and grey body view factors for internal ra-
diant heat transfer. Internal tube surfaces were assumed to reflect
diffusely.

The thermal network consists of a number of nodes representing
the ends and equal length segments of the tube. Adjqcent nodes
are connected by conductors representing the solid materials; in-
cluding a metal liner, one or two glass overwrap layers and the
contained gas. Each node is connected to every other node by
radiative conductors. Any combination of these conductors can be
included and the others omitted. Heat fluxes through all conductors
depend not only on the temperature gradient, but also on the absolute
end point conductor temperatures, Thermal conductivity vs tempera-
ture data for all the materials considered were incorporated in the
program as polynomial curve fit functions.

Provision is included for the addition of a fixed heat input
to each node to simulate heat flux through the insulation. This
heat flux is reduced near the hot end of the pipe if the tempera-
ture difference across the pipe insulation becomes less than 50R
(2.780 ). The insulation heat flux per square foot of tube wall
is an input parameter, and can be eliminated if desired. Emissivity
of the internal pipe surface is also an input parameter, and in-
ternal radiation can be eliminated as an option.

Satisfactory convergence of the thermal network is assumed
when no node temperature changes by more than 0.0050R (0.002780K);



and when simultaneously, the net external heat transfer to or from
the network is less than 0.1%~ of the total of heat flux into and
out of the network at the hot and cold ends. A survey was made to
determine a nodal breakdown of the pipe required to assure satisfactory
results. It was found that division of the pipe- length into 10, 15,
or 20 equal-length segments, depending on the ratio of diameter to
length, resulted in a computational inaccuracy of less than 5%.

The following parameters must be specified as input to the
program for each tube simulation:

1) Tube inside diameter;

2) Tube length;

3) Liner material and thickness;

4) Overwrap material and thickness;

5) Emissivity of internal tube surface;

6) Sidewall heat flux due to insulation;

7) Contained gas (if any); and

8) End temperatures.

Output from the program includes a description of the tube in
accordance with the input data, heat flux to the cold end and
other external heat fluxes, temperature of each node, and heat
transfer in each conductor.

Results.- To assess the overall thermal performance of the
glass-fiber overwrapped tube, and to determine the significance
of the various parameters, more than 450 separate tube configura-
tions were evaluated. For each of the tube diameters, 0.5, 2.0.
and 5.0 in. (1.27, 5.08, and 12.7 cm) baseline configurations were
established. The effects of specific parameters were determined
by variation of only the parameter of interest, and frequently
tube length, with others remaining at the same values as the
baseline case. The following parameters, in addition to tube
diameter, define the baseline configurations:

1) Liner material - Stainlhss steel;

2) Liner wall thickness - 0.002 in. (0.00508 cm);

3) Overwrap material -Circumferentially wrapped S-glass
epoxy;

4) Overwrap thickness -0.030 in. (0.076 cm);

5) Emissivity of liner inside surface - 0.6 (diffuse);

6) Insulation heat flux - 0.1 BTU/hr ft 2(0.315 W/m )

7) Tube contents - Vacuum;
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8) End temperatures - 40-400OR (22-222 0K); and

9) Tube length - 0.5 to 4 ft (15.24 to 121.92 cm),
depending on pipe diameter and variable being
investigated.

Comparison of glass and stainless steel tubes. - Figures 1
through 3 give the predicted heat fluxes for glass-fiber overwrapped
and all stainless steel tubes. The glass tubes with the lowest heat
fluxes are the baseline cases as described above. Except for
materials and wall thicknesses, all of the other examples are based
on the same assumption. It is noted that the more favorable glass-
fiber overwrapped tubes are not as conservative in terms of material
thicknesses as would be suggested by structural design analysis re-
sults. Therefore, the comparisons given in fig. 1 through 3 tend
to show the limit of reduction of heat flux to be gained by use of
the glass-fiber overwrap technique.

Liner and overwrap thickness effects. - The effect of increasing
the liner thickness was evaluated for the three tube sizes. Results,
shown in fig. 4 through 6, show an approximately linear dependence of
heat flux on liner wall thickness. A small difference is noted be-
tween properties of annealed inconel and inconel in the heat treated
and aged condition, with the latter giving approximately the same
heat transfer on stainless.

The influence of glass overwrap thickness on overall heat transfer
is shown in fig. 7 through 9. As would be expected from the thermal
properties of glass-epoxy composites, overall heat transfer is less
sensitive to the overwrap thickness. The data presented assures that
all the glass fibers are oriented in the hoop direction. The overall
thermal conductivity of the glass composite with longitudinal fiber
orientation is approximately twice that for the circumferential or
hoop orientation.

Radiation effects. - To determine the sensitivity of the overall
heat flux through the tube to the surface properties of the liner
material, the internal emissivity was varied from 0.1 to I assuming
diffuse reflectivity. (The emissivity of the pipe ends was assumed
to be 1 for all cases.) In addition, the heat fluxes for the various
tube configurations were calculated with no radiation. These results
are given in fig. 10 through 12. The cases of no radiation are shown
as emissivity = 0. By inspection of these results, it can be con-
cluded that the heat transfer is quite insensitive to the emissivity
parameter. The fraction of heat transferred by radiation is dependent,
as expected, on the ratio of diameter to length. For the case where
this ratio is near I [5-in. (12.7 cm) diameter, 0.5-ft (15.24 cm)
long), approximately 38% of the heat transfer is due to-radiation.
For the very small ratios of diameter to length, the radiation compo-
nent of heat transfer is almost negligible.
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For metal lined tubes, the assumption of diffuse reflectivity
of the inside surface introduces some error. However, accurate
analysis of radiation heat transfer due to specular infrared re-
flection is difficult to accomplish because of (1) additional com-
plexity of computation, (2) greater difficulty of measuring specular
reflectivity of metal liner, and (3), strong tendency for this
property of the metal to change with handling, fabrication processes
and environmental exposure. The error resulting from this simplifica-
tion can be estimated to be as much as 200% of the calculated radient
heat transfer for very highly polished surfaces over a limited range

of length to diameter ratios. For practical cases, however, and
particularly for high ratios of length to diameter (greater than 10),
the error is believed to be of minor significance. Further, heat
fluxes predicted for the conventional all stainless steel tubes are
subject to essentially the same inaccuracy.

Effect of operating temperature. - Because the apparent thermal
conductivity of radiation heat paths as well as the conductivity of
solid and gas conductors depends on temperature, the hot end temper-
ature is more important than the cold end temperature on heat trans-
mission. This is illustrated in fig. 13 through 15. For this reason,
for a long line, an advantage might be gained by coating the uninsu-
lated portion of the line with a material possessing emissivity and
absorptivity properties favorable to reducing the line temperature.

Insulation heat flux. - When the heat transfer through a tube is
reduced, the effect of its insulation becomes more important. If care
is not taken to prevent conduction along the insulation layers (alum-
inized mylar, for instance), the tube may be thermally short circuited,
thereby eliminating any heat reduction that otherwise would be achieved.
In the present analysis, a constant heat flux insulation has been
assumed, with no conduction in the longitudinal direction of the tube.
This would be achieved with multilayer insulation by tapering the in-
sulation thickness to maintain each foil at a constant temperature.
Figures 16 through 18 show the effect of the insulation heat flux on
total heat flux. The significant conclusion from these results is
that for a high sidewall heat flux, the effect of tube length is min-
imized. This is because the radial heat flux through the insulation
acts to increase the heat transfer through the tube toward the cold
end and consequently the temperature gradient. Thus the hot end temp-
erature is approached at a shorter distance from the cold end, and the
tube appears thermally to be shorter. Because of the insulation heat
flux, it is also desirable to place the glass-fiber tube section as
near the cold tank as possible.

Effect of contained gas. - All of the results given above assume
that the tube interior is evacuated. Because a valve is always re-
quired to close a tank-connected line, it is desirable to place this
valve near the tank (for very long-term mi ,ssions), thus permitting the
line to be evacuated. However, placing the valve at the warm end of
the line permits it to be operated at a more favorable temperature.
In a zero-gravity environment, a very little liquid, if any, can remain
in the line. Table 1 gives the results of analyses to evaluate the
effects of contained gases.
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TABLE 1. -EFFECT OF TUBE CONTENTS ON HEAT TRANSMISSION

Tube Cold End
Tube ID Length Temp. Heat Flux

Item in. cm ft. cm Tube Contents 0R I K BTU/hr W

1 0.5 1.27 1 30.48 Vacuum 40 22 0.104 0.030
2 0.5 1.27 1 30.48 Gaseous Hydrogen 40 22 0.139 0.040
3 0.5 1.27 1 30.48 Gaseous Helium 40 22 0.130 0.038
4 0.5 1.27 1 30.48 Vacuum 153 85 0.093 0.027
5 0.5 1.27 1 30.48 Gaseous Oxygen 153 85 0.097 0.028
6 0.5 1.27 1 30.48 Gaseous Fluorine 153 85 0.089 0.026
7 0.5 1.27 1 30.48 Vacuum 201 112 0.083 0.024
8 0.5 1.27 1 30.48 Methane 201 112 0.089 0.026

9 2 5.08 1 30.48 Vacuum 40 22 0.809 0.237
10 2 5.08 1 30.48 Gaseous Hydrogen 40 22 1.366 0.400
11 2 5.08 1 30.48 Gaseous Helium 40 22 1.299 0.380
12 2 5.08 1 30.48 Vacuum 153 85 0.785 0.230
13 2 5.08 1 30.48 Gaseous Oxygen 153 85 0.829 0.243
14 2 5.08 1 30.48 Gaseous Fluorine 153 85 0.830 0.243
15 2 5.08 1 30,48 Vacuum 201 112 0.718 0.210
16 2 5.08 1 30.48 Methane 201 112 0.793 0.232

17 2 5.08 2 60.96 Vacuum 40 22 0.485 0.142
18 2 5.08 2 60.96 Gaseous Hydrogen 40 22 0.763 0.224
19 2 5.08 2 60.96 Gaseous Helium 40 22 0.730 0.214
20 2 5.08 2 60.96 Vacuum 153 85 0.459 0.134
21 2 5.08 2 60.96 Gaseous Oxygen 153 85 0.495 0.145
22 2 5.08 2 60.96 Gaseous Fluorine 153 85 0.495 0.145
23 2 5.08 2 60.96 Vacuum 201 112 0.438 0.128
24 2 5.08 2 60.96 Methane 201 112 0.476 0.139

25 2 5.08 4 121.92 Vacuum 40 22 0.353 0.103
26 2 5.08 4 121.92 Gaseous Hydrogen 40 22 0.492 0.144
27 2 5.08 4 121.92 Gaseous Helium 40 22 0.476 0.139
28 2 5.08 4 121.92 Vacuums 153 85 0.340 0.099
29 2 5.08 4 121.92 Gaseous Oxygen 153 85 0.357 0.104
30 2 5 08 4 121.92 Gaseous Fluorine 153 85 0.358 0.105
31 2 5.08 4 121.92 Vacuum 201 112 0.328 0.096
32 2 5.08 4 121.92 Methane 201 112 0.347 0.102

33 5 12.7 1 30.48 Vacuum 40 22 5.913 1.73
34 5 12.7 1 30.48 Gaseous Hydrogen 40 22 9.469 2.774
35 5 12.7 1 30.48 Gaseous Helium 40 22 9.058 2.654
36 5 12.7 1 30.48 Vacuum 153 85 5.722 1.676
37 5 12.7 1 30.48 Gaseous Oxygen 153 85 6.199 1.816
38 5 12.7 1 30.48 Gaseous Fluorine 153 85 6.205 1.818
39 5 12.7 1 30.48 Vacuum 201 112 5.537 1.622
40 5 12.7 1 30.48 Methane 201 112 6.041 1.770

41 5 12.7 2 60.96 Vacuum 40 22 3.724 1.091
42 5 12.7 2 60.96 Gaseous Hydrogen 40 22 5.521 1,617
43 5 12.7 2 60.96 Gaseous Helium 40 22 5.317 1.558
44 5 12.7 2 60.96 Vacuum 153 85 3.614 1.059
45 5 12,7 2 60.96 Gaseous Oxygen 153 85 3.855 1.129
46 5 12.7 2 60.96 Gaseous Fluorine 153 85 3.858 1.130
47 5 12,7 2 60.96 Vacuum 201 112 3,506 1.027
48 5 12.7 2 60.96 Methane 201 112 3.760 1.101

49 5 12.7 4 121,92 Vacuum 40 22 2.351 0.689
50 5 12.7 4 121.92 Gaseous Hydrogen 40 22 3.246 0.951
51 5 12.7 4 121.92 Gaseous Helium 40 22 3.146 0.922
52 5 12.7 4 121.92 Vacuum 153 85 2.292 0.672
53 5 12,7 4 121.92 Gaseous Oxygen 153 85 2.911 0.853
54 5 12.7 4 121.92 Gaseous Fluorine 153 85 2.412 0.707
55 5 12.7 4 121.92 Vacuum 201 112 2.232 0.654
56 5 12.7 4 121.92 Methane 201 112 2.357 0.691

*Conditions for All Cases
Lin~r - 0.002 in. (0.0051 cm) Stainless Steal
Overwrap - 0.030 in. (0.0762 cm) Huo. Wrapped S. Glass
Insulation Heat Flux - 0.1 BTtl/hr ft (0.315 W/m

2
)

Internal Emissivity of Liner - 0.6
Hot End Temperature of 500OR (278

0
K) for all items
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Structural Design Analysis

The structural design analysis was based on an evaluation of

the operational requirements of the proposed tubes. These require-

ments include one or more leak checks at operating pressure and

ambient temperature during fabrication and assembly, The tubes

would be subjected to bending and torsional loads during handling

and installation in a propellant system; and to vibration and dynamic

loads during launch and flight of a space vehicle. The tubes would

also be subjected to severe thermal stresses and biaxial strain during

tank loading, tank pressurization, long-term holds, and propellant

outflow when engines were operated.

The operational requirements for long-term space vehicles were

considered appropriate to the identified program and were used as

criteria during the structural design analysis.

Conditions. - Four distinct conditions regarding the liner

temperature and the overwrap temperature were selected for analys s.
These conditions were selected as a result of the operational re-
quirements discussed above. After selecting the design configuration

resulting from these conditions, a fifth and final analysis verified
the results for the critidal case and also included a safety factor
(by selecting the working pressure (P w) to be 1.15 times nominal).

The cases which were considered include:

1) Pressurize to working pressure (P ) while the overwrap
w

is at ambient temperature and the liner is at cryogenic
temperature. This condition arises during rapid cool-

down;

2) Pressurize to P while the liner and the overwrap arew

both at ambient temperature. This condition arises

during leak checks;
3) Pressurize to P with the overwrap at the applicable

w

cryogenic temperature. The liner will also be at cryo-
genic temperature. This condition arises during steady
state flow when the line is insulated and the overwrap

is nearly adiabatic; and

4) Pressurize to P with the overwrap at Tamb + Tcryo, and
w 2

the liner at cryogenic temperature. This condition

assumes that the outer layer of the overwrap will be
at or near ambient temperature and the inner layer of
the overwrap will be at the same temperature as the

liner. This condition will occur in an uninsulated

line during steady state flow.
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Liner thickness conditions. - The liner thickness may be sized
in a manner that insures all internal pressure loading is carried in
the liner, or such that only a portion of the internal pressure load-
ing is carried in the liner with the remaining load carried in the
overwrap. The followiag conditions were used in evaluation of the
liner thickness:

1) A minimum thickness so all internally applied loads will
be carried in the liner. (In this case the glass-fiber
overwrap will provide for easier and safer handling only);

2) Consider the thinnest appropriate liner, such as 0.002 in.
(0.0051 cm) for stainless steel and Inconel, and 0.005 in.
(0.0127 cm) for aluminum. (In this case the glass-fiber
overwrap will be required to support a large portion of
the internally applied load); and

3) A nominal thickness so the combined loading in the glass-
fiber overwrap and the liner appears to be reasonable.
(It may be feasible in this case to carry all longitudinal
loading in the liner and some of the hoop load in the
overwrap.)

Maximum allowable stress determination - liner. - Several
criteria were considered in the selection of the maximum allowable
stress in the liner. The major consideration, however, was to restrict
stress levels in the liner to the elastic range of the material. Plastic
deformation and the resulting compressive loading in the liner after
pressure reduction may result in liner buckling, and offers little ad-
vantage in reducing weight or heat leak. All acceptable liner thickness
are based on the liner remaining in the elastic condition during pressure
loading. Other factors that were analyzed included combined stresses,
strength reduction due to welding, strength reduction due to weld-heat
affected zone, strength changes due to very thin members, and strength
changes associated with grain direction. The criteria are detailed in
the following:

1) In a thin wall cylinder subjected to internal pressure,
the combined stresses are determined by combining the

hoop stress Oh = Pr and the longitudinal stress, oa =2t
h t a 2t'

where p is the tube internal pressure (psia), r is the
tube radius (in.), and t is the tube wall thickness (in.).
For conditions of biaxial stress, the Hencky - von Mises
theory of failure gives results in good agreement with
test data for a number of materials. It is the most
accurate theory for ductile materials under hydrostatic
pressure conditions (Ref 1). This theory suggests that
under combined stresses, the yield stress (ay ) will be
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modified as follows:

or2 _2 2a -aa=a =y

h h a a y

where oh is a uniaxial stress in the hoop direction and

aa is a uniaxial stress in the longitudinal direction.

Since, from above,

rh = 2 a

we can substitute in the Hencky-von Mises equation and
obtain

2 2 2 2
4a - 2 Oa +aa = oy
3a a ar

and or
oa = =y 0.57 a = allowable longitudinal stressGa T3 =y

2 o
2 :y_ 1.15 o . = allowable hoop stress

h = 3 y

This program was not concerned with resolving the additional
problems associated with water hammer; assembly misfits and
strains associated with them, etc. Specific vehicle working
pressures and conditions will require attention to this
category;

2) The process of resistance or fusion welding the liner to
form a leak tight system causes some reduction in the total
tube strength. Estimates of weld efficiency range from 60
to 90% of the base metal strength, but little data existed
concerning strength reduction due to welding very thin membeis.
Another area of concern is the heat-affected zone around the
weld. In the case of aluminum, heat treating after welding
will restore the base metal to its original yield level. In
the case of Inconel 718, the short time localized heat is
applied may result in little, if any strength reduction, and
any strength lost can be recovered by aging. In the case of
stainless steel, and in this specific application, cold
working of the joint to restore the strength is not very
practical and joint strength will be reduced;
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3) Strength changes in the liner associated with temperature
changes were obtained from the Cryogenic Materials Data
Handbook (ref 2), and (ref 3);

4) Strength reduction due to the required pressure and
temperature cycling requirements is considered to be
negligible. Fatigue strength charts do not apply to
less than 1000 cycles;

5) Relatively little data are available for the comparison
of strength (a y ) in very thin members. Surface defects,

and surface conditions in general, have a large percentage
effect on these thin members;

6) As a somewhat conservative approach, the weaker direction
of grain, usually transverse, was used in all calculations.

After considering each of the conditions relating to the maxi-
mum allowable stress the following general equation was developed
and used for the maximum allowable stress:

2 o
OUh = - x (weld efficiency factor) x (inverse of safety

max 1Pfactor)

2 o
- X (.90) (.90)

ah ma 0.935 a

and by definition

Ora =O0.467 ,y'
max

A series of tensile tests was performed to determine yield and
ultimate stress values and weld efficiency values. Tensile samples
consisted of both thin member unwelded coupons and thin member welded
coupons. Results of these tests are shown in the Task III Testing
section of this report.

Theory on bonding of liner and glass-fiber overwrap. - Results
of a recent bonding program (ref 4) indicate the feasibility of
physically bonding the liner to the glass-fiber overwrap. This
bond,, if successful, would permit the transfer of slightly more
hoop load and considerably more longitudinal load into the over-
wrap. However, the stress levels in the liner would result in
plastic deformation with a shortening of life. Further, if
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the bond failed, the liner would fail immediately because of stress
levels or it would fail shortly after the unbonding due to fatigue.

The results of this investigation confirm the desire to pro-
hibit the bonding of the liner and overwrap and, in fact, to apply
an antibonding or release agent to the liner before overwrapping.

Design analysis calculations. - The final product of the con-
ditions and criteria is reflected by the actual design calculations
for the composite specimen. The general order of these calculations
is to first determine the theoretical gap or interference fit created
during the overwrap process. Next, the theoretical gap between the
liner and the overwrap when the composite is subjected to working
temperatures can be calculated. The gap in combination with stress/
strain relationships for the metal liner, can be used to determine
the portion of the total load in the hoop direction that must be
absorbed by the liner before contact with the overwrap. After con-
tact, the loads are transferred to the overwrap as a function of the
modulus of elasticity and thickness of the members.

Condition at room temperature. - Before investigating the gap
between the metal liner and the glass-fiber overwrap at the cryogenic
working temperatures, the gap or condition at room temperature must
be evaluated. During the overwrap process the glass-fiber system
will be subjected to a tensile load that will subject the liner to
a stress that can be identified as

T
r

2

where P is the liner pressure in lb/in unit stress and T is the tension
in pounds per inch of overwrap width and r is the liner radius in inches
(ref 5). Empirical data generated by Martin Marietta Corporation using
a series of NOL rings were used to calculate the stress strain relation-
ship and to determine the post cure gap or interference due to overwrap
tension (see fig. 19). Details of the NOL ring tests are presented in
the overwrap tension test discussion on page 120. These empirical data
as well as the above equation were used to determine internal pressures
and overwrap tension settings used during fabrication.

A requirement of this program was to limit the overwrap imposed
stress on the liner to a rather low value with the design goal to
achieve the following value at room temperature conditions,

0 < o < 10% ob

where o b is the allowable compressive, hoop buckling stress for the liner.
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Several methods of controlling this stress level were available
and evaluated including the use of low overwrap tension, internal
pressure to stabilize the liner during the overwrapping process, in-
dependent fabrication of the liner and overwrap to controlled diameters,
and a thicker liner so the buckling stress allowable is increased.

The use of a low overwrap tension simplifies fabrication in that
no internal pressurization provisions are required. The largest dis-
advantage of the low tension, say 2 or 3 lb (8.9 or 13.35N) per 20 ends,
is in the low quality and poor surface finish of the overwrap. Approx-
imately 6 lb (26.7N) tension per 20 ends is required to provide a high
quality surface finish and a well compacted overwrap. A sample 1.25"
(3.18 cm) diameter liner was overwrapped without any internal pressure
and 2 lb (8.9 N) tension (per 20 ends) and a small cusp was formed in
the liner in the area of the longitudinal resistance weld; however,
this cusp did not appear to affect the burst pressure of the tube.

To attain a higher quality overwrap configuration and surface
finish, internal pressure can be added to the liner during the over-
wrap process to offset the overwrap tension. This internal pressure
will strengthen the liner considerably and can prevent formation of
a cusp during the process. The application of pressure can result
in an elastic strain in the liner and force the overwrap to a larger
null diameter. The release of the pressurization after the overwrap
is complete will permit the liner to decrease in diameter to the
point of desired compressive stress. Equations for this combination
of internal pressure and overwrap tension are not precise and therefore
the appropriate levels are best determined empirically. A second sample
liner was overwrapped with 25 psig (25.5 N/cm ) internal pressure and
2 lb (8.9 N) tension (per 20 ends) and a noticeable stiffening of the
liner over the unpressurized specimen was observed. No cusp was formed;
however, the burst pressure was the same as the other specimen. Of
specific interest, the calculated burst pressure of the specimen in the
hoop direction was 12 000 psi (8274 N/cm ) internal pressure and in the
longitudinal direction was 1200 psi (827.4 N/cm 2 ), with actual burst
occurring at 1175 psi (810.1 N/cm 2 ). The failure occurred in the con-
nection of the liner to the end fitting. [Both of the sample tubes were
fabricated from a 0.002 in. (0.0051 cm) thick, 1.25 in. (3.18 cm) dia,
304L stainless steel resistance welded liner and 0.030 in. (0.0762 cm)
thick hoop wrapped S/HTS glass with the 58-68R resin, 20 ends preimpreg-
nated]. A modification to the internal pressure approach involves the
use of a solid mandrel inside the liner during fabrication. The use of
this mandrel would be to stiffen the liner and prevent formation of a
cusp. One disadvantage in using the solid mandrel is in the inability
to elastically strain the liner and control (as noted above) the post
cure compressive stress. The solid mandrel is discussed below as a
method of preventing buckling during the cure cycle.

Another method of fabrication would involve separate fabrication
of the liner and the overwrap to controlled diameters followed by
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sliding the overwrap over the liner. Closely controlled diameters would

make this method feasible. To slip the overwrap over the liner (with a

slight interference fit at ambient temperature) the liner would be

cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature to create a gap. After the over-

wrap and liner are joined the remaining end fitting can be welded to

the liner. This process would result in high fabrication costs and

probably not be cost effective.

The use of a thicker liner to increase the allowable hoop buckling

stress has the disadvantage of increasing the total heat flux. Re-

viewing the Ob allowables for the 5 in. (12.7 cm) diameter tube, the

stress allowable can be increased almost an order of magnitude by

doubling the wall thickness. This method should be used only if

the other methods are not acceptable.

In conclusion, the application of a small amount of internal

pressure, resulting in a small elastic strain, during the overwrapping

and curing process will permit a higher wrap tension and still result

in a minimal interference fit (or buckling stress) after the fabrication

process is complete. The precise levels of pressure and wrap tension

were developed empirically during the early stages of specimen prepara-

tion.

Gap at working temperature. As the tube is cooled to cryogenic

working temperatures, the liner circumference will be expressed as

C =C - AC-
Wt rt Wt

where

t Wt = liner circumference at working temperature,

and

C = liner circumference at room temperature, 75 F (297
0K)

2'rt

and
AC) t 0C Ir (a ve) 175°0F - TWt)AC1 w =C rt ~v ~ ( o T

where

ave = average coefficient of linear thermal expansion

and

TWt = working temperature
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and the overwrap circumference will be

C0Wt 
rt AC0Wt

where

C 0  = overwrap circumference at working temperature

and

CO  = overwrap circumference at room temperature, 750F (297
0 K)

rt

and

OC C (ave) (75 F - T W)ACwt rt

This results in a gap between the liner outside diameter and the

overwrap inside diameter as follows:

C0wt I WtGAPw2
Wt 2 7

The gaps for various temperature combinations are shown in tables
2 and 3 assuming a zero stress condition in the liner with no gap

at ambient temperature.

Stress in liner to close gap to zero. - As internal pressure

is applied in the tube, the liner is subjected to the total hoop

load until the gap between the liner and the overwrap is reduced
to zero as a result of the strain in the liner. The stress in the
liner (o1)at this condition can be defined as

U- =E f

where E is the modulus of elasticity of the liner at the applicable
temperature and fJ= strain in the liner defined as
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C -Ce

Rewriting the above equation, we obtain

Cyt = ( )Wt Wt C", Wt

At each combination of loads and temperatures, this stress

is desired to be less than the yield stress at the applicable

temperature. The poisson's ratio effect was not considered in

this analysis.

The results of this analysis are shown in tables 4 and 5,
which include the maximum allowable stress (i) and the stress

to close the gap to zero (a2 ). In the case where the loads can

be carried by a thin liner without closing the gap, the glass fiber

overwrap will be a non load member. Tables 6 and 7 list the minimum

thicknesses for the liner needed to carry all pressure loads.

Load sharing in liner and overwrap.- When the strain in the

liner permits contact between the liner and the overwrap, the remain-

ing loading is absorbed by the liner and the overwrap according

to the relationship between the respective modulus of elasticity.

Given the stress in the liner at the point of contact with the overwrap

o and given the maximum allowable stress in the liner r , we
g m

can calculate the available stress as

m g

The available strain in the liner between contact with the
overwrap and the strain associated with the maximum liner stress

may be expressed as

Ac

and, by definition, the strain in the overwrap can be expressed as
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The portion of the internal pressure that will be carried in
the liner is expressed by

P amn
m -

where tx is the liner thickness, r is the nominal tube radius

and Pe is the maximum internal tube pressure associated with the
m

maximum liner stress.

The portion of the internal pressure that will be carried in
the overwrap is expressed by

P =P -P
o w I m

where P is the internal working pressure. Then the stress in thew
Pr

overwrap is 1 0
0 

-t
0

or the thickness of overwrap required to carry the internal pressure
is I r

t=0

0 a

Substituting and solving for the overwrap thickness, we have

_r t W i

0 0
o \Eo

The overwrap thickness required for the Inconel 718 liners is shown
in tables 8 and 9.

The next step associated with load sharing requires the correction
of the von Mises equation to reflect the less than 2:1 relationship
between hoop and longitudinal stresses in the liner. If we assume
the glass is not bonded or otherwise connected to the liner or end
fittings in such a manner as to carry longitudinal load, we must
carry all of the axial load in the liner. The solution of the follow-
ing equation must remain within the allowable liner stress

m

2 2-a2 - Jha + 2

m

At this point the liner thickness will require some adjustment,
and the calculations will require verification.
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TABLE 4.- LINER STRESS ANALYSIS

Temperature 6 / m ,
conditions m 6 g m g m5 g m g

Overwrap Liner Inco Inco

(OF) (OF) 6061-T6 6061-T6 21-6-9 21-6-9 304L 304L 718 718

Amb Amb 39.3 0 63.5 0 56.1 0 142.1 0

Amb -300 44.4 43.9 164.0 90.3 67.3 85.9 165.5 67.8

Amb -423 49.5 50.2 215.0 114.8 77.1 88.4 179.5 81.0

-423 -423 49.5 41.9 215.0 93.2 77.1 67.0 179.5 58.0

-174 -423 49.5 45.3 215.0 102.2 77,1 76.1 179.5 67.2

61e = maximum allowable liner stress in psi x 10
-3

m

= liner stress to close gap in psi x 10
-3

g

6061-T6 
= 

aluminum a is independent of liner diameter

21-6-9 = Stainless Steel

304L = Stainless Steel

Inco 718 = Inconel 718

TABLE 5.- LINER STRESS ANALYSIS

Temperature 6m C 6 0g
conditions m g m g m ing

Overwrap Liner Inco Inco

(OK) (OK) E061-T6 6061-T6 21-6-9 21-6-9 304L 304L 718 718

Amb Amb 27.1 0 43.8 0 38.7 0 98.0 0

Amb 89 30.6 30.3 113.1 62.3 46.4 59.2 114.1 46.7

Amb 20 34.1 34.6 148.2 79.2 53.2 60.9 123.8 55.8.

20 20 34.1 28.9 148.2 64.3 53.2 46.2 123.8 40.0

159 20 34.1 31.2 148.2 70.5 53.2 52.5 123.8 46.3

2 -3m = maximum allowable liner stress in N/cm x 10

m

2 -3= liner stress to close gap in N/cm x 10

g

6061-T6 
= 

aluminum 6- is independent of liner diameter

21-6-9 
= 
Stainless Steel

304L = Stainless Steel

Inco 718 = Inconel 718
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TABLE 6.- 1INIMUM LINER THICKNESS TO CARRY ALL PRESSURE LOADS

Liner thickness to carry all pressure" loads, (in.)

Liner 6061 - T6 Aluminum 304L CRES Inconel 718 21-6-9 CRES
Temp
(OF) 0.5 die 2 die 5 dis 0.5 die 2 die 5 dia 0.5 die 2 die 5 die 0.5 dis 2 dis 5 die

+75 0.022 0.0063 0.016 0.016 0.0044 0.011 0.0061 0.002 0.0044 0.0136 0.0039 0.0097

-300 0.020 0.0056 0.014 0.013 0.0037 0.009 0.0052 0.0015 0.0037 0.0056 0.0016 0.0040

-423 0.018 0.005 0.013 0.011 0.0032 0.008 0.0048 0.0014 0.0034 0.0040 0.0012 0.0029

Above die in inches

Maximum working pressure (P.) = 1.15 x operating pressure

P for 0.5-in. tube = 3467 psia

Pw for 2- and 5-in. tubes = 247 psie

TABLE 7.- MINIMUM LINER THICKNESS TO CARRY ALL PRESSURE LOADS

Liner thickness to carry all pressure loads, (cm)

6061 - T6 Aluminum 304L Stainless Steel Inconel 718 21-6-9 Stainless Steel
Liner
Temp 1.27 cm 5.08 cm 12.7 cm 1.27 cm 5.08 cm 1

2
.7 cm 1.27 cm 5.08 cm 12.7 cm 1.27 cm 5.08 cm 12.7 cm

(OK) die die dia die die die die die die die die dis

297 0.0559 0.016 0.0406 0.0406 0.0112 0.0279 0.0155 0.0051 0.0112 0.0345 0.0099 0.0246

89 0.0508 0.0142 0.0356 0.033 0.0094 0.0229 0.0132 0.0038 0.0094 0.0142 0.0041 0.0102

20 0.0457 0.0127 0.033 0.0279 0.0081 0.0203 0.0122 0.0036 0.0086 0.0102 0.0031 0.0074

Maximum working pressure (Pw 1.15 x operating pressure

P for 1.27 cm tube = 2340 N/cm
2

P for 5.08 and 12.7 cm tube = 
170 N/cm

2

w

TABLE 8.- REQUIRED OVERWRAP THICKNESSES FOR INCONEL 718 LINERS

Overwrsp thickness (to) required for hoop stress control for
Temp cond0

Inconel 718 liner (unidirectional hoop wrap)

wrap liner 0.5.dia x 0.004 thick 2 die x 0.002 thick 5 die x 0.002 thick

(OF) (OF) (in.) (in.) (in.)

Amb Amb 0.0068 None required 0.0076

Amb -423 0.0049 None required 0.0085

Note: These thicknesses sre based on a working pressure (F)

in the 0.5 in. dia tube of 3000 psi and 200 psi for

the 2 and 5 in. dis tubes.

TABLE 9.- REQUIRED OVERWRAP THICKNESSES FOR INCONEL 718 LINERS

Overwrap thickness (t ) required for hoop stress control for
Temp cond0

Inconel 718 liner (unidirectional hoop wrap)

wrap liner 1.27 die x 0.0102 thick 5.08 die x 0.0051 thick 12.7 die x 0.0051
(OK) (OK) (cm) (cm) thick (cm)

Amb Amb 0.0173 None required 0.0193

Amb 20 0.0125 None required 0.0216

Note: These thicknesses are based on a working pressure (Pw)

in the 1.27 cm dia tube of 2068 N/cm
2 

psi and 138

N/cm
2 

for the 5.08 cm and 12.7 cm die tubes.
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Liner loads due to glass overwrap thermal characteristics. -

If the glass overwrap is attached firmly to the liner end fittings
or its movement is restricted by the end fittings, consideration
must be given to the liner stresses induced by thermal contraction
or expansion. Derivation of an equation to determine the liner

stresses is presented below:

L

L I
Lo20,. 

0 .
Overwrap

Liner

LL 2

___ Tube

Fig. 20- Determination of Liner Stresses

Consider fig. 20 where the following conditions exist:

1) L is the length at T [cure temperature of +275°F

(4080 K)] of the composite tube. Both overwrap and
liner are equal length at cure temperature since the
overwrap assumes liner dimensions until curing is
completed;
i

2) L is the length of the composite tube at some temp-
erature T2 ;

3) L 0 is the length the overwrap would be at some temp-O2

erature T2 if it were unrestrained (L - AL );

4) LL2 is the length of the liner, if unrestrained, at

T2 . (L - AL

5) 60 is the deflection in the overwrap resulting from

liner loading at T2;

6) 6. is the deflection in the liner resulting from over-
wrap loading at T ;2

7) EO is the strain in the overwrap at T = o-2;
2 o2

8) E_ is the strain in the liner at T2 = 6-j-

LL2

9) Free body - the composite is unrestrained.

10) Overwrap and liner both connect to end fitting but no
shear bond exists between liner and overwrap elsewhere.
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When the liner is cooled to ambient temperature after
curing, the stress in the liner and overwrap are increased.
Derivation of the liner stress equations is as follows:

AL =-L edr (I)
0 0

AL = - L CIAT (2)

where d = coefficient of thermal expansion and AT is negative
(cooling). Because the forces in the overwrap and liner must
be equal at equilibrium conditions,

ZF -- 0 or F + Ft = 0 and since

F =O A and Fe = at A, then oA = 0

or aAA = -A -

00 or A
0

where F = force, A = cross sectional area and o = stress.

From fig. 20, the following relations can be obtained:

o =AL -X60 0

6X = X-AL

where 6 =Eo Lo 2 , and = -4E L and, becauseEC- -
0 2 ' L2 E

then 6 o L°2 and 6= 1' LL 2 Substituting these values
o E E

0

gives or oLo 2  AL - X (3)

E 0
0

- LL2 
(4)

Ez

adding equations 3 and 4 .gives

o o2 _ I L2 AL _ AL (5)
E 00

o
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substituting c 0 Ut Al into equation 5
o A

0

_ G . Lo2 _ oe L2 AL -A L, (6)

A E 0E -=

substituting equations 1 and 2 into (6)

_ aeAI Lo 2  - Or LL 2  _ A AT + L c 1AT

A E 0 0

since Lo2 - LL2 L this may be simplified with neglible error

to o,, A, 0__ AT (ci-t )
A 0E 0EP

or cc I r. ) = - AT ( - o )

or o£ AT (Cto Ct)

A 
I

0 0

and o r - tr A

A
0

A positive stress indicates tension and a negative stress indicates

compression. The AT is negative for cooling and positive for warm-

ing from cure conditions.

The above equations were used to calculate stresses in both the

liner and overwrap due to temperature changes and differences in thermal

expansion characteristics of the materials. The results are shown in

Table 10. Only those specimens designed to transfer axial loads from

the liner to the overwrap required use of these calculations.
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TABLE 10. - LINER STRESS DUE TO THERMAL COEFFICIENT GRADIENTS

BETWEEN THE LINER AND OVERWRAP, INCONEL 718 (AXIAL)

Specimen Tube Diameter Compressive Stress in Liner
Number *

in cm psi Ncm2

CFL 6300605 0.5 1.27 2330 1606

CFL 6300606 0.5 1.27 2330 1606

CFL 6300607 0.5 1.27 2330 1606

CFL 6300609 2.0 5.08 3460 2385

CFL 6300610 2.0 5.08 3460 2385

CFL 6300611 2.0 5.08 3460 2385

CFL 6300612 2.0 5.08 2530 1744

CFL 6300613 5.0 12.70 8300 5722

CFL 6300614 5.0 12.70 8300 5722

CFL 6300615 5.0 12.70 6350 4377

CFL 6300616 5.0 12.70 6350 4377

NOTE: 1. All stress values are calculated with liner and
overwrap at -423 F (200K)

2. Thermal coefficients for liner and composite are
based on reference 2 figures D.13.t and H.l.t-l
respectively.

This column is the identifying drawing number for

each tube design.
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Buckling stress allowables (axial). - Compression buckling

is a failure mode in the thin metal liner. The axial compressive

loading may be imposed from the spacecraft structure, from the

engine thrust, or from the glass-fiber overwrap. The buckling

stresses have been included only for Inconel 718 in tables ii and

12 because this material was used in almost all applications based

on the preceeding calculations.

Buckling stress allowables (hoop). - Compression buckling is

a failure mode in the thin metal liner in the hoop as well as the

axial direction. The compressive hoop loading may be imposed from

the glass-fiber overwrap. The buckling stresses have been included
for Inconel 718 and CRES only (see tables 13 and 14) because these

materials were used for all applications. A constant modulus of
elasticity was used for calculations.

Torque allowables. - Torque may be a failure mode in the thin
metal liner. Torque can be applied to the liner during fitting
makeup or through the configuration of the propulsion plumbing
system. Tables 15 and 16 list the torque allowables for Inconel 718
assuming clamped ends. The values will be somewhat lower if hinged
ends are assumed. Results of the torque verification testing are
shown in the test section of this report.

Material compatibility and corrosion. - Material compatibility
with liquid fluorine must be considered during design of the glass
overwrapped tubes. All of the metal liners being evaluated are
considered compatible with liquid fluorine. The corrosion rate of

304L CRES in LF2 varies between 0.25 x 10
-4 and 200 x 10-4 in./year

(0.64 x 10-4 and 5.1 x 10-4 cm/year), while Inconel corrosion rate

in LF2 is approximately 250 x 10-4 in./year 640 x 10- 4 cm/year)

depending on the information source (ref 7 and 8). When considering
a 5-year mission using LF2 , it becomes obvious that corrosion rates

will be a significant factor in propellant line thickness, whether
the lines be fiberglass overwrapped or normal type steel lines. The
overwrap would be incompatible with liquid or gaseous fluorine and
must use liner protection to prevent reactions.

The amount of corrosion allowable in tube thickness is considered
to be a specific vehicle design problem. No provisions were made for

corrosion allowance during design or fabrication for this contract.

Leakage. - The maximum allowable helium leakage, with the tube

-6
pressurize to working pressure was i x 10 scc/sec. Joint leakage was
monitored only for increases during the testing to determine if the glass-
fiber tube exerted unusual pressures on the joint in sufficient quantity
to cause a leak.
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TABLE ii. - BUCKLING STRESS ALLOWABLES, INCONEL 718 (AXIAL)

Liner Temp Length Radius Modulus of Thickness Allowable
material (0 F) r Elasticity Stress

(in.) (in.) E tt*
(psi) (in.) ao= 0.3 E rr

(psi)

Inconel 718 +75 12 0.25 29 x 106 0M007 243,600t

-423 0.25 32 x 106 0,007 268,800
t

+75 1.0 29 x 106 0.006 52,200

-423 1.0 32 x 106 0°006 57,600

+75 10 29 x 106 M03 26,100

-423 1.0 32 x 106  0M003 28,800

+75 2.5 29 x 106 0.006 20,880

-423 2.5 32 x 106  0.006 23,040

+75 2.5 29 x 106  0.003 8,630

Inconel 718 -423 12 2.5 32 x 106 0,003 9,524

Roark, R. J.: Formulas for Stress and Strain. 4th edition, McGraw-Hill,

1954, page 273.

o a exceeds allowable yield stress, therefore failure mode will be other
c than by buckling.

c = 0.3 E :R = Buckling stress equation in general agreement with
r empirical data but about 1/2 of theoretical value.

TABLE 12. - BUCKLING STRESS ALLOWABLES, INCONEL 718 (AXIAL)

Liner Temp Length Radius Modulus of Thickness Allowable

material 0OK) r Elasticity t Stress
E G

(cm) (cm) (N/cm2 ) (cm)
(N/cm )

Inconel 718 297 30.48 0.635 19.99 x 106 0.0178 167,900"

A 20 0.635 22.06 x 106 0.0178 185,300

297 2.54 19.99 x 106 0.0152 35,990

20 2.54 22.06 x 106 0.0152 39,700

297 2.54 19.99 x 106 0.0076 18,000

20 2.54 22.06 x 106 0.0076 19,860

297 6.35 19.99 x 106 0.0152 14,390

20 6.35 22.06 x 106 0.0152 15,880

297 6.35 19.99 x 106 0.0076 5,950

Inconel 718 20 30.48 6.35 22.06 x 10 0.0076 6,570

5c 
exceeds allowable yield stress, therefore failure mode will be other
than by buckling.
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TABLE 13. - BUCKLING STRESS ALLOWABLES (HOOP)

Liner Temp Liner Liner Cb

material (0F) thickness diameter Allowable

(in.) D (in.) (psi)

Inconel 718 +750 0.002 0.5 2.78 x 105*
or

CRES 0.004 0.5 2.23 x 106

0,006 0.5 7.50 x 106

0.008 0.5 1.78 xo10
7

0,010 0.5 3.48 x 10 7 .

0,002 2.0 4.25 x 103

0.004 2.0 3.48 x 104

0.006 2.0 1.17 x 105

0.008 2.0 2.78 x 105*

0.010 2.0 5.40 x 105*

0.002 5.0 2.78 x 102

0.004 5.0 2.23 x 10 3

0.006 5.0 7.50 x 103

0.008 5.0 1.78 x 104

Inconel 718 +750 0.010 5.0 3,48 x 104

or

CRES

3

O b  allowable = 150,000 t E; (Ref. 6).

6D

E = 29 x 106 psi for Inconel 718 and CRES materials (assumed)
cryogenic allowables would be approximately 10% higher.

Allowable a b exceeds the allowable yield strength

therefore, failure mode will be other than by buckling.
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TABLE 14 - BUCKLING STRESS ALLOWABLES (HOOP)

Liner Temp Liner Liner 0-b
material (OK) thickness diameter Allowable

(cm) D (cm) N/cm 2

Inconel 718 297 0.0051 1.27 1.92 x 105
or 6
CRES 0.0102 1.27 1.54 x 106

0.0152 1.27 5.17 x 106

0.0203 1.27 1.23 x 107

0.0254 1.27 2.40 x 107*

0.0051 5.08 2Q93 x 103

0.0102 5.08 2.40 x 104

0.0152 5.08 8.07 x 104*

0.0203 5.08 1.92 x 105*

0,0254 5.08 3.72 x 10 5

0.0051 12.7 1.92 x 10
2

0.0102 12.7 1.54 x 103

0.0152 12.7 5.17 x 10
3

T 0.0203 12.7 1.23 x 104

Inconel 718 297 0.0254 12.7 2.40 x 104

or
CRES

E = 20 x 106 N/cm 2 for Inconel 718 and CRES materials (assumed)

cryogenic allowables would be approximately 10% higher.

• Allowableab exceeds the allowable yield strength, therefore,

failure mode will be other than by buckling.
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Fabrication Analysis

This section reports the results of an investigation of
various techniques in fabricating the metal liner used in glass-
fiber tubing. The glass-fiber tubing concept is based on a metal
liner overwrapped with a glass-fiber matrix. This concept calls
for the liner to be as thin as is practical for thermal properties
and still retain the necessary structural integrity. Preliminary
design analysis indicated that metal liner wall thicknesses in the
0.0015 in. (0.0038 cm) to 0.015-in. (0.038 cm) range should be
evaluated.

This information was gathered from engineers and industrial
organizations with extensive experience in the welding of thin
gage materials. The technical information sources included
Martin Marietta's Advanced Materials Technology Laboratory, Battelle
Memorial Institute, and various bellows manufacturers. Liner fab-
rication in four areas was evaluated:

1) Material;

2) Tube fabrication and seam welding;

3) Metal hardening processes; and,

4) End fitting attachment concepts.

Recommendations based on the most favorable characteristics
in each of the categories are included.

Materials. - The metals selected for liner material are all
weldable and compatible with the proposed fluids in the contract.

321 CRES: Tfhis stainless steel has excellent welding properties
and is commonly welded by bellows manufacturers in both fusion and
resistance welds in thicknesses of 0.002 in. (0.0051 cm) without
helium leakage. The yield strength and ultimate tensile strength
are superior to most 300 series stainless steels in both ambient
and cryogenic conditions. This material is readily available in
the desired sizes from commercial sources. The cost of this
stainless is the most favorable of the liner materials considered.

The only drawback with 321 CRES, as with all 300 series
stainless steels, is that after fusion w~elding a relatively large
heat affected zone exists in the weld area, and the structural
properties must be reduced accordingly.

347 CRES: This stainless steel is highly recommended by
bellows manufacturers because of its excellent welding and form-
ing characteristics. The yield strength and tensile strength are
equal to 321 at ambient, but at cryogenic temperatures, it is
about 30% less in yield strength. However, this steel is superior
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to all other 300 series stainless steels~ in strength after welding.
This material is also readily available, and its cost is slightly
higher than 321.

21-6-9 Armco stainless steel: This stainless steel was
specifically developed by the Armco Steel Company to be competitive
with the 300 series stainless steels. The composition is similar
to that of 347. The steel has excellent welding characteristics,
and its strength after welding is superior to 347. This steel
was enthusiastically recommended by all engineers contacted. Strength
at ambient conditions is 50%~ more than that of 321, and the yield
strength is more than twice that of 321 at cryogenic temperatures;
but the ultimate tensile strength of the material is only slightly
higher than 321. The material is readily available at a price com-
petitive with 347 CRES.

The main drawbacks with this material is the reduction in
strength due to welding and the inability to strengthen the weakened
areas with heat treatment.

Inconel 718: This nickel-base alloy is widely used through-
out industry in thin-sheet applications. The metal is easily welded
in sheets as thin as 0.005 in. (0.013 cm). Fusion welding is not
recommended, by some manufacturers, in thicknesses less than 0.005
in. (0.013 cm) because definite leakage characteristics are noted.
This metal has superior strength characteristics when compared with
any of the stainless steels, generally varying between two and three
times the strength of stainless steel.

Because of a high demand for nickel, this metal is not as
readily available as the stainless steels. The cost of Inconel 718
is three times greater than stainless steel.

Since little data existed on strength reduction due to welding
very thin members, a series of preliminary tensile tests were per-
formed to determine weld strength characteristics. The tensile tests
were performed using very thin sheet Inconel 718, 301 CRES and 21-6-9
Armco stainless steel using several welding techniques. The results
of these tests are presented in the discussion in the materials
tensile tests section of this report.

Tube fabrication and seam welding. - The welding or joining
processes that were evaluated included fusion welding, resistance

welding and seamless tubes. After welding, some heat-treat or
hardening process may be necessary, and these processes were
briefly evaluated. After fabrication of the thin liner, it was
joined to an end fitting in one of three genaeral methods -- resis-
tance welding, fusion welding, or solid-state bonding. Each of
these processes are discussed in this section; but again, not
necessarily in order of preference.
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Straight seam fusion weld: The most common practice in fab-
ricating thin wall tubes larger than 1-in. (2.54 cm) diameter is
to roll a tube to the desired diameter, prepare the butting edges
as shown in fig. 21 and fusion weld a seam the length of the tube.
Because of highly developed welding techniques, this weld can con-
sistently be made leak free. Also, by plenishing and polishing
the weld, the weld area will conform to overall pipe size (no weld
buildup inside or outside the tube). This welding process can be
used consistently with metal as thin as 0.002 in. (0.0051 cm).
The main drawback to this technique is the relatively large heat
affected zone in the weld area.

Helically wrapped tubes: This technique for forming tubes
requires wrapping a 2 to 3 in. (5.08 to 7.62 cm) strip of metal
around a mandrel in the form of a helix and fusion welding the
edges. This is shown in fig. 22 where the butting edges are
prepared as shown in fig. 21. This method of fabricating tubes
has desirable structural properties from hoop stress and forming
aspects. This weld can also be plenished and polished. The two
undesirable characteristics of this type of fabrication are the
very long weld seam that is a potential leak source, and the very
large heat affected zone due to the length of weld.

Straight seam resistance welding: This technique for tube
fabrication requires the tube to be roll formed to the desired
diameter with a slight overlap at the mating surface as shown
in fig. 23. An anode is placed in the tube, and a resistance
weld is run down the length of the tube. The excess overlap
on both the inside and outside of the tube can then be peeled
away from the weld. This weld can be made leak free consistently.
Also, this type of weld has a minimal heat affected zone and, in
most cases, it can probably be ignored from a structural standpoint.
This type of weld has two distinct disadvantages-- the inner seam
is a possible trap for contaminants, and the overlap area is a
potential leak path when attached to an end fitting.

Longitudinal bellows: This concept can be used with either
the fusion or resistance welded tube. The tube is made by resistance
or seam welding as described earlier. Then, by using existing
forming methods, very low amplitude bellows are made along the
longitudinal axis as shown in fig. 24. This type of tube would
only be of value in cases where the thermal expansion or yield
strength of a conventional tube would make its use impractical
without the longitudinal bellows.

Seamless drawn tube: Tubes as large as 0.75 in. (1.90 cm) in
diameter can be drawn by conventional methods down to wall thick-
nesses of 0.004 in. (0.010 cm). These tubes have all the obvious
advantages of being seamless and, by their nature of manufacture,
they are in a hardened condition.
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Weld Area

Before Weld

Fig. 21.- Preparation of Butting
Edges for Fusion Welding

Continuous

Fusion Weld

Fig. 22.- Helically Wrapped Tubes
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Res is tance
seam weld

Overlap peeled
off after weld

+

Fig. 23.- Resistance Seam Welding
with Overlap

Longitudinal bellows
(very low amplitude-
exaggerated as shown)

Fig. 24. - Seam Welded, Low

Amplitude Bellows
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Heat treating and hardening processes: In all of the afore-

mentioned cases the parent metal would be in some state of hard-

ness due to the rolling mill process used to produce its thick-
ness. After welding, with the exception of resistance welding,
large areas of the tube are annealed (heat affected zone). This

annealed portion of the tube has a very different structural
character than the parent metal; and, therefore, the tube will
not react as a homogenous member under hoop stress, and the combined
hoop stress characteristics are either undesirable or unpredictable.

Under this condition the prime alternative is to anneal the entire
tube. Now the tube acts as a homogenous member but its strength

is greatly reduced. The only method that can be used to harden
stainless steel is to cold work the metal. Thus the tube can be

redrawn over a mandrel as with conventional seamless tubing. This

will reduce the wall thickness and work harden the entire tube.

This redrawing process can also be used for Inconel 718 to
obtain a tube with a wall thickness of less than 0,005 in. (0.013 cm)
without leakage problems. Inconel 718 can be heat treated and
age hardened after welding. An Inconel 718 tube, fabricated from
mill hardened metal and resistance welded., would not normally
require additional heat-treat or aging because the resistance
welding would not greatly reduce its structural capabilities.

End fitting attachment concepts.- The weld method used for
attaching the end fitting to the metal liner can be either a

resistance weld, a fusion weld,, or a solid-state bond. In general,
whether the weld be resistance or fusion, it is desirable that
neither portion of the weld joint should be more than three times
the thickness of the thin member. Or, more simply stated, if the
liner wall thickness is 0,002 in. (0.005 cm) the attaching portion
of the end fitting should not exceed 0.006 in. (0.015 cm).

r The concept shown in fig. 25, for connecting the liner to
the end fitting, could be applied to flange-type end fittings.
This method of attachment can be cleaned easily and would eliminate
any contaminant trap areas from the assembly,

The concept shown in fig, 26 would be of particular interest
when dissimilar metals are used for liner and end fitting.
This situation would exist when the liner is made from Inconel 718
and the end fitting is a 300 series stainless steel. This concept
would also be very useful where heat-treat and aging after welding
is undesirable, because this method of welding does not create a
significant loss of material strength. The only drawback with this
concept is that a potential cleaning problem and contaminant trap
could exist at the liner end of the fitting. The external band can
carry hoop stresses in the area of weld strength reduction and pre-
vent excessive strain in this weak area&
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Fig. 25.- Connecting Liner and End Fig. 26.- Resistance Welding Liner to
Fitting Using Fusion Weld End Fitting with Strengthening Band

Resistance Weld 7

Fusion WeldR 

s

Liner--

--Z-
Should Not Exceed
3X in. Liner Thickness

Fig. 27.- Method of Attaching Two Liners Fig, 28.- Attaching Fitting to Liner Using

Resistance Weld
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The concept shown in fig. 27 would be applicable when a liner
of this configuration is connected to another liner of similar
configuration. This method is used frequently by bellows manu-
facturers when attaching bellows to end fittings. A disadvantage
associated with this method is that it creates potential cleaning
problems.

The most straightforward approach to attaching either flange-
or threaded-type fittings to the liner is shown in fig. 28. This
approach calls for resistance welding the liner to a thin portion
of the end fitting. This concept has two shortcomings; first,
machining the thin portion of the end fitting will be difficult
to keep concentric and, second, to obtain the precise outside
diameter required for mating the liner without a gap that would
burn through during resistance welding. This method will also
present cleaning problems in the flange liner overlap area,

The concept shown in fig. 29 would be applicable when an
end fitting, either flange or threaded type, is desired to be
connected to the liner. The liner can be inserted into the fit-
ting and bonded using a solid-state technique using a shaped ex-
plosive charge. The advantage of this concept is in the strength
developed in the joint that exceeds the base metal strength. Two
disadvantages associated with this method are that it is new and
not completely developed and creates potential cleaning problems.

Solid-state bond

Fig. 29.- Attaching Fitting to Liner Using
Solid-State Bond

Conclusion and recommendations. - The conclusions and recom-
mendations will be covered in three sections. Each section will
cover a specific tube size and the fabrication techniques that
most favorably lend themselves to these sizes.
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0.5-in. (1.27 cm) diameter tube: small diameter tubes (i.e.,
less than 1 in. or 2.54 cm) are difficult to fabricate using a
seam welding technique. However, seamless tubing with diameters
as large as 0.75 in. (1.90 cm) and wall thickness as small as
0.004 in. (0.010 cm) are available commercially. This seamless
tubing can be drawn using any of the materials discussed in the
material section. If a liner thickness less than 0.004 in. (0.010
cm) is required, this tubing could be redrawn (by a specialty company)
down to wall thicknesses of 0.0015 in. (0.0038 cm).

The end fitting attaching methods shown in fig. 26 and 28 can
be used equally well with flanged, threaded, or weldable end fit-
tings. The method in fig. 26 can be used if the liner is Inconel
718 and the end fitting is stainless steel. The method described
in fig. 25 is the most desirable for flanged end fittings.

In conclusion, because the liner is seamless and, therefore,
does not present fabrication problems, the final tube design was
dictated by strength requirements and end fitting type.

2-in. (5.08 cm) diameter,tube: This liner can be fabricated
by either straight seam resistance or fusion welding, by solid-
state bonding, or by the method described in fig. 22 (helical
welding). The helically welded strips have the greatest advantage
from a structural standpoint and the poorest from a cost and leak-
age standpoint. The solid-state bond concept would also be struc-
turally superior. The straight seam fusion weld would have the
best leakage characteristics and definitely would have a cost ad-
vantage. Both of the fusion welded concepts could be redrawn to
attain thinner walls and for cold working purposes.

All of the end fitting attaching concepts apply to this size
tubing because threaded and flanged type end fittings are common
in this size.

The ultimate tube, from a strength standpoint, is a heli-
cally welded Inconel 718 tube redrawn to the desired wall thick-
ness with flanged or butt-welded end fittings, and the whole
assembly heat treated and age hardened. This combination is
very expensive. At the other end of the cost spectrum, but still
retaining structural integrity, is a 21-6-9 tube straight resis-
tance seam welded attached to an end fitting as shown in fig. 25
or fig. 28.

5-in. (12.7 cm) diameter tube: This liner can be fabricated
using straight seam resistance welding, fusion welding, or solid-
state bonding. All of the materials discussed in the materials
section can be used. If stainless steel is fusion welded, the liner

should be annealed aft er welding; and if structural requirements
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warrant, the tube could be redrawn. If Inconel 718 is fusion
welded, the assembly should be heat treated and age hardened
after all welding is complete. If an Inconel 718 liner is used,
and the end fitting is stainless, the attachment should be made
as shown in fig. 26. All the other attaching concepts shown can
be used when the end fitting and liner are similar metals.

End fitting evaluation. - A series of screwed, flanged, and
welded end fittings were identified for potential application to
cryogenic tubing during this phase of the program. These joints
are shown in fig. 30, Before making the final joint selection,
preliminary testing was conducted to determine leakage character-
istics of the joints when subjected to pressure and temperature
cycling. Retorque requirements, both level and frequency, were
determined in this test program. Results of the preliminary
testing are discussed on page 115. The final joint selections,
shown in fig. 31 were based on the following factors:

1) Suitability for cryogenic service;

2) Compatibility with hydrogen, oxygen, methane, FLOX,
and fluorine in the gaseous or liquid states;

3) Leakage characteristics at cryogenic temperature;

4) Method of attaching the liner and glass wrap to the
joint;

5) The reliability of the joint to provide minimum leak-
age during pressure and temperature cycling;

6) The total weight of the joint; and

7) The total cost of the joint.

Overwrap fabrication. - The design analysis of the fiberglass
overwrap for the tubing in this study indicates that it should have
sufficient strength, stiffness and wall thickness to carry a share
of the internal pressure loads during operation (mainly hoop loads),
resist external handling loads, and at the same time exhibit the
lowest possible thermal conductivity in the axial direction. With
these criteria in mind, the following recommendations are presented.

Reinforcement: Two commercially available types of glass
roving were originally considered; S/HTS glass, and hollow glass.
Tests on glass epoxy cylindrical specimens indicated significantly
lower axial thermal conductivity in specimens with no axially
oriented glass filaments. It was also found that the hollow
glass filaments did not offer a significant reduction in thermal
conductivity (see results of Thermal Conductivity Test - Hollow
Glass Fibers on page 114).
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To produce an overwrap with maximum strength and stiffness,

and minimum wall thickness and conductivity, it is recommended that

20 end S/HTS glass roving be used, and that the wrap orientation

be mostly circumferential. A small amount of longitudinal glass

reinforcement will add to the overall strength and resistance to

vibration without adding a severe thermal penalty. Additionally,
the longitudinal glass will bring the thermal expansion and con-

traction of the matrix system to a value near that of the liner,

forcing the failure mode of the tube into the liner to fitting joint.

Resin matrix: Several resin systems were considered for the

matrix for the glass wrap (NASA LeRC cryo resin no. 2, 58-68R,

EPON 828/mPDA, ERLA5617/mPDA, and Adiprene L-100). Generally, the

most severe loads are imposed on thte resin matrix from handling at

room temperature. Therefore, good mechanical properties at room

temperature are desired and the resin must also perform reasonably
well at cryogenic temperatures. In addition, fabrication with pre-

impregnated material (prepreg) rather than wet winding is desirable
because closer process control (ioe., resin content, prefabrication

quality control) can be attained. The preimpregnation also allows

unidirectional layers of axially oriented roving to be easily

incorporated into the wrap0  Resins from which prepregs are made
must have a reasonable shelf life in this catalyzed state (preferably

in excess of 2 weeks)0

Both the NASA cryo resin no. 2 and Adiprene L-100 are promising

for cryogenic service, but their low moduli provide poor protection
from rough handling at room temperature. The EPON 828/mPDA system

has good room temperature properties and can be cured at 212°F (3730 K)

but has a short shelf life as a preprego The ERLA 5617 mPDA

system has superior room temperature properties, can be adequately
cured at 300°F (4220 K) and has a reasonable shelf life in prepreg

form,

The system considered to best satisfy the resin matrix criteria

is 58-68R. This system exhibits good room temperature properties,

performs reasonably well at cryogenic temperatures, has S good shelf

life in prepreg form, and can be adequately cured at 300 F (422 K).

Fabrication parameters: Assuming 20 end S/HTS glass roving is

to be used in prepreg form (with 58-68R resin matrix), the following

fabrication parameters are recommended:

1) Resin content of the prepreg should be 25 + 3%;

2) Internal pressure or a solid mandrel should be used

during winding and cure for the liner support, except

when using a very low wrap tension;
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3) The wrap tension should be 8 pounds + 2 lb (35.6 + 9 N)
per 20 ends for the highest quality o f overwrap but may
be as low as 2 +1/2 lb (8.9 +2 N) per 20 ends in the
event no internal mandrel or pressure is used; and

4) The cure schedule should be 2 hr at 150 0 (3390K)
followed by 4 hr at 300OF (4220K).

Test Specimen Design

Based on the preceeding analyses, the test specimens were
designed. Initially, proposed designs were submitted to the
NASA LeRC Project Manager and approved, then slight modifications
were found necessary during the actual detailed design effort,
Test specimen configurations were finalized and approved prior
to start of fabrication. The final design configurations are
shown in fig. 31.

Modifications made to the CFL6300612 and cancellation of
the CFL6300616 are noted on fig. 31. In addition, the CFL6300615
was modified by the insertion of a doubler between the flange
internal diameter and the liner. The doubler was required to
strengthen the area because axial strain allowed the flange to
separate from the glass, leaving the liner to take all hoop loads
in a small area.

Design of the Test Fixtures

Test fixtures for pressurizing, cycle testing, torsion test-
ing, thermal testing, and leak checking the tubes and joints were
designed. The test fixtures were capable of handling oil or water,
liquid nitrogen, and liquid hydrogen for pressurization and cold
helium or liquid hydrogen for leak checking. Schematics and de-
scriptions of each test fixture are included under the Task III
section applicable to the specific test being performed.

Designs for the test fixtures were submitted to the NASA LeRC
Project Manager to review and approval at completion of the Task I
effort.
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TASK II. - FABRICATION OF TEST SPECIMENS AND HARDWARE

At the conclusion of the Task I analysis and design effort,
the task of fabricating some 140 test items was undertaken. This
fabrication effort consisted of the following prime functions:

1) Liner fabrication;

2) Fitting fabrication;

3) Joining the liners and fittings;

4) Mounting the strain gages;

5) Overwrapping and curing the assembly;

6) Welding the end fittings; and

7) Performing the various leak checks.

The materials manufacturing processes, and welding techniques
that can be used to produce thin metal liners; along with fitting
fabrication and methods of attaching the fittings to the liners,
have been previously discussed in the Fabrication Analysis section
of Task I. The problems encountered with these processes, during
fabrication of the test specimens, are discussed in the following
paragraphs. This discussion is followed by a description of the
step by step procedure followed in the fabrication of each test
specimen configuration. A flow chart, which is necessarily gen-
eralized, may help to orient the reader (figure 32). In addition
to a discussion of the test item fabrication, the test fixture
fabrication is briefly discussed.

Source Evaluation and Selection

A series of vendor evaluations were performed concurrent with
Task I with the goal to select several competitive sources and
several competitive techniques. Sources were selected in the areas
of liner fabrication, fitting fabrication, joining the liners to
the fittings, heat treatment, strain gage mounting, overwrapping
the tubes, and leak checking the tubes. Vendors or sources were
selected on the basis of technical ideas, schedule, cost, manage-
ment, quality control, and experience.
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The following sources cooperated with NASA and MMC during the

performance of this program:

1) Alloy Spotwelders, Los Angeles, California;

2) Metal Bellows Corp., Chatsworth, California;

3) Gardner Bellows Corp., Van Nuys, California;

4) BV Machine Company Inc., Denver, Colorado; and

5) Dr. J. D. Mote, Mr. Jack Snyder, MMYC Ordnance
Laboratory, Denver, Colorado,

Liner Fahrication

Four different methods of liner fabrication were evaluated

during the program. Each of these methods has application and

each has advantages and disadvantages. The four methods eval-
uated were seamless, resistance welded, fusion welded from the
final thickness stock, and fusion welded followed by redrawing
to the final thickness.

Seamless drawn tube. - Small diameter tubes, less than 1 in.
(2.54 cm), are difficult to fabricate by any of the seam welding
techniques previously discussed. However, seamless tubing of the
desired diameter and wall thickness is commercially available and
can be provided using any of the materials discussed in the material
selection section. The 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) diameter Inconel 718 and
stainless steel liners were fabricated by this method with no
process problems.

Resistance welded liner. - This technique for tube fabri-
cation required the tube to be roll formed to the desired diameter
with a slight overlap at the mating surface. An anode was placed
in the tube and a resistance weld was run down the length of the
tube. The excess overlap on both the inside and outside of the
tube was then peeled away from the weld on many of the tubes.
The overlap was purposely left on several tubes to determine any
structural differences, none of which were found. Figure 33 de-
picts both the peeled and the unpeeled methods. Note that even on
the unpeeled liners the overlap is removed in the area of the fit-
ting weld. Because the fabricator can tell much about his weld
integrity by peeling away the overlap, and because no structural
degradation results, all future work- should request peeling the
overlap on both the inside and outside surfaces.
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Fig. 33. - Peeled and Unpeeled Resistance Welded Liners

'This weld can be made leak free consistently in 1 in. (2.54

cm) and larger diameter tubes. Also, this type of weld has a
minimal heat affected zone that can be ignored from a structural

standpoint.

Resistance welding is an inexpensive method of fabricating
liners and was reported as a new technology disclosure (*) under
this contract.

M MMC New Technology Disclosure 112 dated 14 January 1970.
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Fusion welded - final thickness stock. - The most common practice
in fabricating thin wall tubes larger than 1-in. (2.54 cm) diameter is
to roll a tube to the desired diameter, prepare the butting edges as
shown in fig. 21 and fusion weld a seam the length of the tube. Be-
cause of highly developed welding techniques this weld can consistently
be made leak free. Also, by plenishing and polishing the weld, the
weld area will conform to overall tube size (no weld buildup inside or
outside the tube). This welding process can be used consistently with
metal thicknesses down to 0.002 in. (0.005 cm).

The main disadvantage of this technique is the relatively large
heat affected zone in the weld area. The liner can be heat treated
after welding and plenishing, but welding of the liner to end fittings
will once again anneal the material. Heat treatment of the final
assembly without severe warpage will be difficult..

Fusion welded - redrawn. - As mentioned above, the most common
practice in fabricating thin wall tubes larger than 1-in. (2.54 cm)
diameter is to roll a tube to the desired diameter, prepare the butting
edges and fusion weld a seam the length of the tube. The large areas
of the tube that are annealed (heat affected zone) by the welding
process have a very different structural character than the parent
metal. Therefore, the tube will not react as a homogeneous member
under hoop stress, and the combined hoop stress characteristics are
either undesirable or unpredictable. Austenitic stainless steel,
which is not heat treatable, may be cold worked to restore high
strength. To cold work the tube, it can be redrawn over a mandrel as
with conventional seamless tubing. This will reduce the wall thickness
to that desired, return the tube to a homogeneous status, and strengthen
the entire tube. Inconel 718 liners can be cold worked by the same
process to restore high strength after seam welding. Plenishing of
these liners after weld is unnecessary because redrawing accomplishes
the same goals. Fig. 34 depicts a redrawn liner.

CFL 6300609

Fig. 34. - Helically Welded Redrawn Liner

Helically wrapped tubes. - This technique for forming liners requires
wrapping a 2 to 3-in. (5.08 to 7.62 cm) strip of metal around a mandrel
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in the form of a helix and fusion welding the edges, This is shown in

fig. 22 where the butting edges are prepared as shown in fig. 21. This

method of fabricating tubes has desirable structural properties from
hoop stress and forming aspects. This weld can also be plenished and

polished or redrawn.

An advantage to this type of construction will be realized when

large diameter tubes are required. Raw stock in widths larger than
12 in. (30.5 cm) is not commercially available. Therefore tubes

greater than 3.5 in. (8.9 cm) in diameter would require more than one

longitudinal weld.

Heat Treatment

The Inconel 718 used for liner fabrication was heat treated and

age hardened on some test specimen configurations. This heat treat-
ment was accomplished in accordance with the following procedure:

1) Wrap the liner in 0.001 in. (0.0025 cm) thick tantalum
foil if necessary to eliminate oxidation or discoloration
associated with heat treatment in other than a vacuum
[0.001 in. (0.0025 cm) thick stainless steel foil may
be substituted];

2) Heat to 1750 + 250F (1230 + 14 0K) for 1 hr then argon

quench to 200 0 F(3670K max. at a minimum rate of 3Q0F

/min. (160K/min.);

3) Age at 1400 + 1S0F (1033 + 80K) for 5 hr then cool to

1175 + 25 0 (909 + 140K) and hold until total aging

time is 8 hr.

Fitting Fabrication

The requirements of the program dictated that a minimum of two
types of end fittings be used on the test specimens, one to provide
a weldable joint and the other to provide a mechanically disconnectable
joint.

The various steps in fitting fabrication are discussed in this
section. After forming and machining or flaring, the fittings were
joined to the liners. The 2 in. (5.08 cm) and 5 in. (12.7 cm) dia-
meter tubes were pressurized for a leak check prior to overwrap, during
overwrap and cure, and again for a leak check after fabrication was
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completed. This required that each liner have the capability of being
pressurized as a unit. For the liners which used disconnectable joints
such as flared fittings or sealing flanges, this was done by simply
providing the mating half of the fitting with an adapter appropriate
for final testing. For specimens that had buttweld joints the joint

was fabricated to include the appropriate adapter. A buttweld type
groove was then machined into each end fitting-adapter combination at
a location which corresponded to where another tube would be welded
during a system assembly.

To demonstrate the weldability of this type of joint, this groove
was filled using normal welding techniques after other fabrication was

completed. Heat input into the composite was controlled by the use of
heat sinks and controlled welding rates. In most cases a single butt-
weld pass was adequate because the machined groove was not excessively
deep. This groove is clearly visible in fig. 33, A chill ring used
during the welding is shown in fig. 35 and weld speed was controlled

so as to limit the glass-fiber temperature to a maximum of 250°F (3940K).

i~~iT! i T rmocouple Lead

Aluminum Reflector

Fig. 35.- Chill Ring

For the 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) tubes with the butt weld end fitting configura-
tion the adapter was welded in place after overwrapping, using the above

techniques.

In production work these same or similar adapters would be added to
facilitate fabrication. In the case of the buttweld joints the adapters
would be removed after fabrication by machining an identical style of
buttweld end configuration at the end of the tube. For this program
two different size adapters were used. A 1/4 in. (0.635 cm) diameter

flared tube was used on the burst test specimens and a 3/4 in. (1.90 cm)
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diameter flared union was used on the cycle test specimens (to provide
increased flow rates to the specimen during cycling).

Load Transfer to the Overwrap

A method of transferring torsional loads into the overwrap was
desired. The application of a release agent during overwrap required
the addition of a separate device to affect this transfer. The addi-
tion of small pins oriented longitudinally underneath the overwrap
facilitated this transfer. The pins which were welded to or inserted
into the end fittings are shown in fig. 33.

Both torsional and longitudinal load transfer was desired on some
tubes. For these applications the pins were replaced by a knurl on
each end fitting. Release agent was not applied in the knurled area
so the resin system would fill the voids and provide load transfer
through shear. These load transfer methods are apparent in several
figures throughout this report.

Joining Liners and End Fittings

The leak free joining of the liners to the end fittings was one
of the most difficult aspects of the program. Three basic methods
of joining were employed including fusion welding, resistance weld-
ing, and solid-state bonding.

Fusion welding. - The concept shown in fig. 25, for connecting the
liner to the end fitting, was applied to flange-type end fittings.
This method of attachment, shown in fig. 36, can be cleaned easily and
eliminated any contaminant trap areas from the assembly. The concept
does not use any filler material, and it depends on an even heating of
all joint components to obtain a reliable weld. Fusion welding re-
sulted in leak-free, high strength, reliable welds and is recommended
for use in any further work. Significantly, dissimilar materials
such as Inconel 718 and stainless steel can be joined reliably,

Another fusion welding concept (fig. 37) wop~ld be applicable
when an end fitting, either flange or threaded type, is fusion welded
to the liner. This method is used frequently by bellows manufacturers
when attaching bellows to end fittings. This concept could be easily
applied when welding a glass-fiber tube to another line without using
end fittings. One disadvantage associated with this method is that it
creates potential cleaning problems. Another disadvantage is the lack
of strength of the weld. For the weld to be structurally sound, both
members must be of similar heat capacity. In addition, the materials
should be of equal strength as the joint strength will be the same as
the weaker material. The joint design can be used when both members
are of the same material, and the same thickness.
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3X in. of Flange Butt

Fusion Weld

Flange

Fig. 37.- Fusion Welding Liner to End Fitting
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Resistance welding.- The most straightforward approach to attach-
ing either flange or threaded type fittings to the liner is shown in
fig. 38. This approach calls for resistance welding the liner to a
thin portion of the end fitting.

Resistance Weld

May Exceed 3 Times Liner Thickness
When Stitch Welded.

Fig 38.- Resistance Welding Fitting to Liner Using Stitch Welder

Two different methods of resistance welding were used during this
program. The first method used an anode inside the tube and rotating
cathode on the outside of the tube. This cathode was in constant
contact with the tube and current was applied at predetermined intervals.
A tube fabricated by this method is shown in Fig. 39. The second method,

Resistance Weld

Fig. 39.- Fitting Resistance Welded to Liner,
5 in. (12.7 cm) Diameter Tube
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commonly referred to as stitch weidjig, differed only in that the cathode
was brought into contact with the tube momentarily for each spot weld.
Using the stitch welder, successful welds were made when the inner
material was many times thicker than the liner. Dissimilar metals such
as Inconel 718 and stainless steel are reliably joined with these methods.

The major advantages of resistance welding include reliability,
relative lack of cost, and the elimination of an annealed heat affected
zone. A disadvantage of resistance welding is the cleaning problem
in the flange to liner overlap area. The cleaning problem may preclude
the use of this style in fluorine or FLOX but not liquid oxygen, liquid
hydrogen, or methane.

The stitch welding method was not particularly successful on many
of the 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) diameter tubes because it was plagued by develop-
ment problems and leaks - - these problems were largely overcome on later
tubes by improved procedures and better quality control. Investiga-
tions revealed that control of the stinger current and its tip size will
help alleviate these problems.

Solid state bonding. - A highly desirable method of joining the
liner to the end fittings uses an explosive or solid-state bonding
technique. This method of joining the two parts provides a joint that
is in excess of 1007% of the base metal strength and as such forces
the failure to another location. The few disadvantages such as leakage
can probably be overcome with more development. The joint is low cost,
strong, easily inspectable, and cleanable. Figure 29 depicts the solid
state bond.

Shipping Unfinished Tubes

An area that required special attention was the shipping of the
unwrapped tubes from Los Angeles to Denver. Special packaging by the
vendors helped control the problem, but several boxes were grossly
mishandled in transit, and the liners were buckled. Figure 36 shows
representative packaging techniques. This tube and rod assembly was
installed in a heavy cardboard box that was slotted to accept the
flanges and restrain the tube snugly. Boxes that received proper
handling, were in all cases, a dequate and prevented damage.

Of importance to this concept, the damage, such as shown in fig. 40
did not alter the burst pressure or cycle life of the tubes. In most
cases, the internal pressure associated with the overwrapping operation
minimized the dings. A substantial finding, therefore, is the liners
do not have to be completely free of scratches, dents, and dings to
properly function.

With the exception of the 5 in. (12.7 cm) diameter design with
heavy NASA flanges, all tubes could be safely handled without internal
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Fig. 40.- Oil Can Ding, Serial Number 99

pressure or other protective devices. As an added precaution 8 to

10 psig (13.8 to 15.2 N/cm 2 ) internal pressure was applied during most
handling operations.

Strain Gage Installation

The primary instrumentation for the tubing consisted of biaxial
strain measurements. It was planned to be able to determine the
strain at or near the points of failure -- this was not accomplished.
After the test program began, a review of the strain gage data indi-
cated the desirability to locate all gages on a specific tube design
at the same location; that is, if the axial gage is always 6.0 in.
(15.24 cm) from the end, the data should be able to be correlated.
The different designs have different friction factors between the
overwrap and the liner and, therefore, several gages would have been
required on any one tube to plot the movement of the liner (strain)
with respect to distance from the end.

To arrive at the location criteria, Martin Marietta reviewed
what was desired from strain instrumentation. The following is a list
of desirable knowledge:

1) Determine the gap between the liner and overwrap
at cryogenic temperature;

2) If possible, locate the strain gage at the failure
point and not affect the failure;
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3) Determine whether the gap closed before plastic

deformation of the liner occured;

4) Determine that the liner did not exceed the yield

stress below working pressure;

5) Determine the modulus of elasticity of the composite

tube (liner and overwrap);

6) Determine the load that is transferred to the glass

in the axial direction; and

7) Verify the consistency of a design.

Strain gages located 1800 from the longitudinal weld and nearly

centered between the end fittings satisfied a maximum number of these
goa Is.

Except for a few prototype tubes, one hoop and one axial strain
gage, or a rosette containing both, were applied to the outside of

the liner. The strain gage wires were attached to a terminal board

and small lead wires were mated to the terminal board, as shown in

fig. 41, and fed through the over wrap at a later time.

.4

2 in. (5.08 cm) Terminal Board
Li ner ~-Lead Wires

%no Strain Gage A

Fig. 41.- Strain Gage Installation

On some prototype tubes, strain gages were mounted inside the

liner to obtain compressive loads in the liner created by the overwrap-
ping process. These strain gagis were for room temperature use only

and the Eastman 910 adhesive was cured without any elevated tempera-

ture. The gages became inoperative during the overwrap and cure cycle,

but had served the purpose intended.
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On some prototype tubes strain gages were also mounted outside
the glass-fiber system. These gages were used to verify the gap
between the liner and overwrap at cryogenic temperatures. They were

also to be used to determine the load-sharing between the liner and
the overwrap. As anticipated many of these became inoperative during
cooldown or pressurization of the tube. Strain gages mounted on the
overwrap were not planned to be used as prime data because of in-

accuracies or failures associated with the resin system crazing.

Different strain gages were used for the ambient and the cryogenic

tubes for the prime reason that rosettes were easily procured for
ambient temperature application while only single strain gages were
readily available for cryogenic service. Strain gage installation
criteria is shown in table 17.

Sometime before installing the gages on a tube, the tube was
cleaned with acid, a water rinse, and flushed with freon. Immediately
before bonding the gages to the liner, the metal was thoroughly rinsed
with methyl ethyl ketone (MEK). The tube was pressurized to 10 psig
(15.2 N/cm) during the strain gage installation and curing to prevent
localized buckling. The strain gages were covered with a thin sheet
of Teflon, followed by a rubber pad laid on top of the strain gage
area, and then tightly wrapped with adhesive backed aluminum tape.
After the gage was cured the excess adhesive was removed by scraping
or sanding, and the entire area was smoothed out to minimize the stress
riser. A strain gage continuity check was performed at this stage of

the fabrication process and again after the overwrap operation was
completed with a third and final continuity verification just before

test.

After the overwrap cycle was complete, the burst specimens were
equipped with longer wires and connectors. The cycle test items
were assembled into the test fixture without connectors.
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TABLE 17. - STRAIN GAGE INSTALLATION CRITERIA

Ambient Gage Automation Industries C9-125-R2T

Service Rosette

Inside Liner Adhesive Eastman 910

Cure Instantaneous with Pressure

Temp. Range/Adhesive -100 F to +150 0 F (200 K to 339 0 K)

+180°F is max. (355 0 K)

Ambient Gage Automation Industries C9-125-R2T

Service Rosette

Outside Liner Adhesive Automation Industries GA-5

Cure 165°F (347°K) for 4 hours

(slow rise rate)

Temp. Range/Adhesive -425°F to +275 F (19 K to 408 0 K)

Ambient Gage BLH Type C-8

Service Adhesive Eastman 910

Outside Glass Cure Instantaneous with Pressure

Temp. Range/Adhesive -100 F to +150 F (200 K to 339 0 K)

Cryogenic Gage Automation Industries

Service S741-R2T-300 Rosette

Inside Liner Adhesive Eastman 910

Cure Instantaneous with Pressure

Temp. Range/Adhesive -100°F to +150 F (200K to 339 K)

+180°F is max. (3550 K)

Cryogenic Gage Automation Industries

Service S-741 2 at Right Angle

Outside Liner Adhesive Automation Industries GA-5
0

Cure 165 F (347°K) for 4 hours

(slow rise rate)

Temp. Range/Adhesive -425°F to +200 0 F (190 K to 367°K)

300°F permissible

(4220K)

Cryogenic Gage BLH DLB-MK35-4A-SI3

Service Adhesive Automation Industries GA-5

Outside Glass Cure 165°F for 4 hours

(slow rise rate)

Temp. Range/Adhesive -425°F to +275 F (19°K to 408°K)
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Overwrapping and Curing

After the strain gages were mounted and cured, the tubes
were overwrapped with a system consisting of glass-fibers and
a cryogenic resin system. This system was then subjected to
elevated temperatures to cure the overwrap.

Glass-fiber and resin system. - The glass fiber systems
selected for use on this program consisted of S-HTS glass for
the hoop and early longitudinal wrappings and E-HTS glass for

the longitudinal wrappings when
the 10 to 1 prefabricated mat
was used. The S-HTS glass was
20 end roving and was preim-

pregnated with a cryogenic1 C resin matrix, 58-68R. The
resin content was controlled
to between 20 and 25%. Prepreg
batches were large enough to

overwrap three or four large dia-
meter tubes. A maximum allowable
shelf life, in a refrigerated

1condition, of one week assured a
good system. The preimpregnation

M T fcoating tower is shown.

The resin content of each
tower run was calculated, and
recorded in the inspection log
for each tube.

During the fabrication process the weight of overwrap material
applied to each style of tube was determined. These data can be
used to verify the relative light weight of the tubing. The test
data are summarized in tables 18 and 19.

Overwrap method. - In all cases, the tube was overwrapped
using a preimpregnated glass-fiber and resin system. For hoop

wraps the tube was installed in a filament-winding machine (fig.
42 and 43) which had a linear movement of 0.06 in. (0.15 cm) per
revolution. Machine speed was variable and was adjusted to 40 rpm
for the 1/2 in. diameter (1.27 cm) tubes and 15 rpm for the 2 and 5

in. diameter (5.08 and 12.70 cm) tubes.

Before beginning the overwrap process, the larger diameter

tubes were pressurized to 20 to 25 psig (22 to 25.5 N/cm 2) and
this pressure was maintained until completion of the cure cycle.
Early experiments involving the venting of pressure before cure
met with failure in that the liner seam weld collapsed (see fig.
44). The 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) diameter tubes were not pressurized
but were overwrapped while a solid mandrel was inserted inside
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Fig. 43. - Filament-Winding Machine, 2 in. (5.08 cm)

and 5 in. (12.7 cm) Diameter Tubes
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TABLE 18. - WEIGHT ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL TUBES

Liner Overwrap Calculated Actual weight (lb/linear in)
Diameter Thickness Thickness (lb/

(in.) (in.) (in.) linear in.) Liner Composite Total

1/2 0.007 0.030 0.00684 0.0033 0.0037 0.0070

1/2 0.009 0.030 0.00764 0.0042 0.0037 0.0079

1/2 0.020 N/A 0.00911

2 0.003 0.040 0.02348 0.0056 0.0213 0.0269

2 0.006 0.030 0.02463 0.0113 0.0159 0.0272

2 0.003 0.030 0.01903 0.0056 0.0160 0.0216

2 0.030 NIA 0.05460

5 0.003 0.040 0.05990 0.0141 0.0464 0.0605

5 0.006 0.050 0.08560 0.0282 0.0580 0.0862

5 0.006 0.040 0.07410 0.0282 0.0468 0.0750

5 0.050 N/A 0.22750

Note:

The weight of end fittings is not considered because any configuration
will require end connections.

Conventional stainless steel tube. Not a composite.

TABLE 19. - WEIGHT ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL TUBES

Liner Overwrap Calculated Actual Weight (N/linear cm)
Diameter thickness thickness weight

(cm) (cm) (cm) (N/linear cm) Liner Composite Total

1.27 0.0178 0.0762 0.0120 0.0058 0.0065 0.0123

1.27 0.0229 0.0762 0.0134 0.0074 0.0065 0.0139

1.27 0.0508 N/A 0.0160

5.08 0.0076 0.1016 0.0411 0.0098 0.0373 0.0471

5.08 0.0152 0.0762 0.0431 0.0198 0.0278 0.0476

5.08 0.0076 0.0762 0.0333 0.0098 0.0280 0.0378

5.08 * 0.0760 N/A 0.0956

12.70 0.0076 0.1016 0.1049 0.0247 0.812 0.1059

12.70 0.0152 0.1270 0.1499 0.0494 0.1015 0.1509

12.70 0.0152 0.1016 0.1298 0.0494 0.0819 0.1313

12.70 0.1270 N/A 0.3981

Note:
The weight of end fittings is not considered because any con-

figuration will require end connections.

Conventional stainless steel tube. Not a composite.
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the liner. This mandrel was of a slightly smaller diameter than

the liner and, therefore, was easily removed after the cure cycle.

Fig. 44. Post Overwrap Showing
Buckle, Serial No. 63

Machine tensioni setiCgs (overwrap tension) were determined
empirically during the overwrapping of the prototype tubes. The
2 lb (8.89 N) per 20 end roving tension was abondoned because of

undesirable roughness on the finished product. Wrap tensions

were adjusted until the aesthetic appearance and the internal

pressure required to offseL the pressure on the liner were optimized.

Final wrap tensions aire shown in the accompanying table.

Tube Liner Machine

diameter thickness tension

(in.) (cm) (in.) (cm) (lb) (N)

0.5 1.27 0.007 0.0178 3 13

0.5 1.27 0.009 0.0229 3 13

2 5.08 0.003 0.0076 3 13

2 5.08 0.006 0.0152 3 13

5 12.70 0.003 0.0076 4 or 6" 18 or 26

5 12.70 0.006 0.0152 4 18

• Either 44 or 6# (18 or 26N) machine tension was used according

to the specific design.
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The initial step in the overwrap process was the application
of a silicone release agent to the liner. This release agent was
applied to all tubes in all areas of overwrap contact except for
the knurls which were designed to adhere to the resin system.

The hoop layers were all 20 end rovings, applied at 16 turns

to the inch (6.3 turns to the cm) with machine tensions as dis-

cussed. In the early stages of the fabrication effort, the longi-
tudinal glass-fiber was hoop wrapped on a drum, cut from the drum,

and then fit to the tube at a 900 direction to the hoop windings.
This method was soon abandoned in favor of 10 to 1 prefabricated
glass-fiber, which was fitted to the tube with the 10 fiber direc-
tion being longitudinal. The latter method saved considerable time
and also enhanced the appearance of the finished tube. In all
cases, at least one and as many as two layers of hoop overwrap were
applied over the longitudinal layer.

The instrumentation, which consisted of strain gages and a
thermocouple required special handling during the overwrapping
process. The strain gages that were bonded to the liner included
small wires that were guided through the various layers of the
overwrap. The machine was stopped in the area of the wiring and
the overwrap was guided into place as the lathe was turned slowly
by hand. This hand fitting operation resulted in only a minor
discontinuity in the overwrap and only one tube failed in this

area. Several of the fragile wires were severed at the tube in-
terface during this operation, most of them were repaired and
operated satisfactorily. The thermocouple was added underneath
the last hoop layer, near one end of the tube. The thermocouples
were Thermoelectic Corporation, type G/G with fiber-glass insula-
tion. The AWG #30 unshielded wires with a twisted and soldered
exposed loop are made of copper and constantan.

When the overwrap process was completed the tubes were re-
moved from the lathe, and without removing the solid mandrel or
venting the pressure, the tubes were installed in the cure oven.

Cure cycle.- The 58-68R resin matrix requires a cure cycle
at elevated temperatures. Several combinations of time and temp-
erature are acceptable. For this program the cure temperature
profile shown in the accompanying sketch was used. Several tubes
were cured simultaneously in a 5 x 6 x 8 ft (152 x 183 x 244 cm)
oven. The cure oven is of the forced-air type and has a maximum
temperature of 650°F (6150K). Temperature repeatability is ensured
by programmer control of the oven temperature vs time. Actual
data from the cure cycle, including any anomolies, were entered in

test specimen logs.
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This method of curing the tubes resulted in two somewhat
undesirable side-effects. First, a layer of thin Teflon sheet was
wrapped around the tube where the overwrap was terminated as an aid
in holding this loose end in place until the resin matrix was cured.
This left an area where the resin matrix was unusually dry appearing.
The second undesirable aspect resulted from not rotating the tubes
while curing. The resin matrix tended to slump and leave a dry
appearance on the top of the tube and an overly shiny appearance on
the bottom (fig. 45). The slump often dripped to the floor of the
oven and left a protrusion on the tube. Neither of these side-
effects altered the strength of the tube but both would be un-
desirable where aesthetics is important.

f

Fig. 45. - Post Cure Showing Resin Slump.
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Leak Checks

To determine the leak-free integrity of the tubes, they
were subjected to a series of leak checks during the fabrica-
tion process. These checks were performed on the liner before
the end fittings were installed and on the tube assembly both
before and after the overwrapping process.

Liner leak checks. - After the 2 and 5 in. (5.08 and 12.70
cm) tube liners were fabricated, they were subjected to a dye
penetrant leak check. This step was completed by the vendors as
a part of the fabrication quality assurance program. Original
plans to leak check the liners with helium were abandoned be-
cause of the lack of tooling to perform a positive pressure
helium leak check and because any vacuum applied to the inside
of the liner (for a helium wash leak check) would result in
collapsing the liner. The dye penetrant method proved to be
suitable.

Pre-overwrap leak checks. - After attaching the fittings
to the liner, a second dye penetrant check (the first leak
check for the small seamless tubes) was performed at and adjacent
to these welds. This test was also accomplished by the tube
vendors, Results of these tests are included in the test item
inspection logs.

After receipt of the tubes at the NNC Cold Flow Laboratory,
an internal pressure helium leak check was performed on each tube
in accordance with the sketch. The pressure level for this leak

check was usually 25 psig (25.5 N/cm 2) with some 1/2 in. diameter

(1.27 cm) tubes checked at 200 psi (138 N/cm 2). Safety restric-
tions precluded leak checks at operating pressure until the
overwrap system was installed and cured. A helium mass spectro-

meter with a sensitivity of approximately 1 x 10-1 scc/sec of
helium was used for these tests. The mass spectrometer probe
with a rubber gathering cup was used to search for leaks at all
joints. Results of these tests are included in the test item
inspection logs and are summarized at the end of this section.

.. Safety shield for use
while pressurizing

HeliumTppdPoeSetotr

Supply Rubber Cup -~Mass
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Post-overwrap leak checks. - After the tubes were overwrapped
and cured, a 200 psi (138 N/cm2 ) for the 2 and 5 in. dia. (5.08

and 12.70 cm) tubes and a 3000 psi (2068 N/cm 2) for the 1/2 in.
dia (1.27 cm) tubes, leak check was performed using a helium mass
spectrometer. For this test, the test items were enclosed in a
bag and the mass spectrometer probe was inserted into the bag.
This method of leak checking, referred to as accumulation test-
ing, is excellant if there are no leaks in the tube. The method
is not considered to be quantitative in nature because the leak-
ing helium will accumulate in the bag and replace the nitrogen
gas or air that was originally in the bag but was withdrawn by
the mass spectrometer. In cases of marginal leakage, the system
(bag, tube, and mass spectrometer) was compared to a known

standard leak and this calibration was used to calculate the
quantitative leak (ref. 9).

-.-Safety shield for use
during pressurizing

Encapsulating Bag

Helium > (taped to ends of tube)
Supply 

MsStanda Mas

leak when required Spectrometer

Again, the results of these leak checks were entered in the
test item inspection log and are summarized at the end of this
section.

Results. - The results of these leak checks are tabulated
in table 20. As noted, several of the tubes had leakage rates
in excess of the 1 x 10- 6 scc/sec allowable. These tubes were
subjected to a material review board and appropriate corrective
action was initiated. Because of the methods used during
cryogenic cycle testing, tubes that indicated any appreciable
leakage were subjected only to burst testing.

In general the tubes can be reliably manufactured without
measurable leakage. A requirement of any production program
resulting from this study should be a mass spectrometer leak
check, with no measurable leakage, before overwrapping the tube.
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TABLE 20. - LEAKAGE RATES

Pre Overwrap Post Overwrap

25 psig (25.5 N/cm 2 ) He Pressure Operating Pressure He

No. of Acceptable Unaccept- No. of Accept- Unaccept-

Leak Leak able Leak able able
Specimen Free Rate 6 Leak Free Leak Leak
Number Tubes (<lxlo scc/sec) Rate Tubes Rate Rate

FL6300605 11 1 0 7 5 0

CFL6300606 12 0 0 9 3 0

CFL6300607 8 4 0 8 3 1

CFL6300608 11 1 0 6 5 1b

CFL6300609 10 2 0 8 3 1

CFL6300610 12 0 0 10 2 0

CFL6300611 11 1 0 9 3 0

CFL6300612 0 0 1

CFL6300612 6 2 3c 3c
(redesign)

CFL6300613 10 2 0 6 4 2

CFL6300614 8 4 0 6 4 2e

CFL6300615 5 4 3 5 4 3 d

a. Used as an ambient temperature burst test specimen without repair.
b. Was changed to LH burst test item without repair.

2
c. The out of spec leaks received MRB action and the leaks were repaired

with a cryogenic epoxy. Additional changes in the bonding procedure
assisted in fabrication of leak free bonds.

d. These tubes were used as burst items where effects of leakage are

minimal.

e. Retest on serial no. 116 revealed the tube leak rate was acceptable for
ambient cycle. The other leaking tube was changed to a LN2 burst article
where effects of leakage are minimal.

f. This column is an identifying drawing number for each tube design.
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It is significant that once a tube is leak free it usually remains
leak free throughout the extensive overwrap and cycle test programs.

Specific leakage problems were experienced on several designs.
The 1/2 in. dia (1.27 cm) high-pressure tubes frequently indicated
leakage at the resistance welded joint to the end fitting but this
leakage was usually within the specification limits. The probable
cause of this leakage problem is the tip diameter of the stitch welder.
The 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) tube has a small contact area and, therefore,
cannot receive proper welding current. Other areas of close control
required in this size tube are cleanliness, fit-up, and thickness of
the two welded materials. The tubes fabricated during the latter part
of the program have considerably better characteristics than the early
development models.

One design style was eliminated from the program as a result of
poor weld quality that resulted in excessive leakage. The lack of
fusion was clearly evident and reasons for this failure are included
in the discussion of the specific tube.

A third type of assembly that exhibited leakage was the solid-
state bonded concept. This concept was initiated late in the program,
and the development problems are not yet completely solved. Close
control of the groove depth and shape, cleanliness, and fit-up toler-
ances will eliminate the leakage problems with this joint style.

Test Specimen Fabrication

The following paragraphs discuss the step by step procedure that
was followed during the fabrication of the test specimens. The purpose
of this discussion is to denote the materials, processes, and welding
techniques that were used; and the problems that were encountered in
the fabrication of each test specimen configuration. The test specimens
will be discussed in three groups according to diameter. Except where
noted herein all processes and welding techniques used were identical
to those discussed in the preceeding section.

1/2 in. (1.27-cm) diameter. - All liners in this group were fabri-
cated from commercially available seamless drawn tubing of desired wall
thickness. The glass overwrap configuration was also comm~on to all
test specimens in this group. The overwrap was 0.030 in. (0.076 cm)
thick and consisted of two layers of hoop wound glass separated by
one longitudinal layer of 10 to 1 woven glass mat.

CFL6300605: The liners for this test specimen configuration were
0.007 in. (0.018 cm) wall, Inconel 718 tubing. The liners were cut
to the proper length, then heat treated and age hardened prior to
attaching the end fittings.
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The AN flared end fittings for this design were made from 1/2 in.
(1.27 cm) diameter stainless steel tubing. The fittings were machined

to fit the inside diameter of the liner. Four longitudinal pins were
then welded to the fittings to provide a torsional bond for the glass
overwrap. The fittings were then attached to the liners by resistance
welding using a stitch welder. A representative test specimen at

this stage of fabrication is shown in fig. 46.

C FL 6300608

CFL 6300606

CFL 6300605

Fig. 46.- Resistance Welded 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) Diameter Tubes

The next steps in the fabrication process were the installation
of strain gages and a low pressure helium leak check. The glass over-
wrap was then applied and cured, and the test specimens were leak
checked at operating pressure. This step completed the test specimen
fabrication process. A completed test specimen of this configuration
is shown in fig. 49 at the end of this section.

CFL6300606: The liners for this configuration were identical to

the liners for the CFL6300605 configuration and were heat treated and
age hardened by the same procedure.

1.00



The test joint for this configuration was a buttweld and was made
from 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) Inconel 718 tubing. The end of the fitting
was originally to be flared to provide a mechanical connection for test
purposes, but difficulties with the Inconel 718 work hardening during
flaring brought about a change to weld on threaded connectors. The
end fittings were attached to the liner by a resistance weld using a
stitch welder and the fabrication process was completed in the same
manner as the previous configuration. After the overwrap and cure
processes were completed a weld bead was added to the buttweld groove.

A representative test specimen, before overwrapping is shown in
fig. 46 and a completed test specimen is shown in fig. 49.

CFL6300607: The liners for this configuration were the same as
the previous configuration but were heat treated and aged after the
end fittings were attached.

The end fittings for this configuration were 3/4 in. (1.90 cm)
APCO flanges machined from a billet of Inconel 718. The fittings were
attached to the liner by the fusion welding technique shown in fig. 25.
The specimens were then heat treated and age hardened as an assembly.
After completing the heat treatment, the strain gages were installed
and a low pressure helium leak check was performed. The glass overwrap
was then applied and cured. After the first layer of overwrap was
applied, four pins were inserted into holes in each end fitting and
the remaining two layers of glass were wrapped over these pins. The
completed test specimen is shown in fig. 49.

CFL6300608: The liners for this test specimen configuration were
0.009 in. (0.023 cm) wall, stainless steel tubing.

The AN flared end fittings for this design were made from 1/2
in. (1.27 cm) diameter stainless steel tubing. A knurl was applied to
the end fittings to provide both axial and torsional bonding of the
glass overwrap and the fittings were machined to fit the inside dia-
meter of the liners.

Fabrication of this test specimen configuration was then completed
in the same manner as the CFL6300605 design.

2 in. (5.08 cm) diameter.- All liners in this group were fabri-
cated from Inconel 718 sheet. The glass overwrap configuration for
all specimens in this group was 0.030 in. (0.076 cm) thick and con-
sisted of two layers of hoop wound glass separated by a longitudinal
layer of 10 to 1 woven glass mat.

CFL6300609: The liners for this test specimen were fabricated
from 0.005 in. (0.013 cm) thick Inconel 718 sheet. The sheet was cut
in strips and formed into tubes by the helically wrapped-fusion weld
technique. The tubes were then redrawn to a final thickness of 0.003
in. (0.0076 cm).
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The test joint for this configuration was a buttweld and was
machined from Inconel 718. Eight longitudinal pins were welded to the
fittings to provide a torsional bond for the glass overwrap. The
fittings were then machined to fit the inside diameter of the liner
and attached to the liner by resistance welding.

The next steps in the fabrication process were the installation
of strain gages and a low pressure helium leak check. The glass
overwrap was then applied and cured. After the overwrap was cured
the buttweld was completed and the specimens were leak checked at
operating pressure. This step completed the fabrication process. A
completed test specimen is shown in fig. 49.

CFL6300610: The liners for this test specimen configuration were
fabricated from 0.003 in. (0.0076 cm) thick Inconel 718 which was
heat treated and age hardened as flat foil. The liners were roll
formed to the desired diameter with a slight overlap at the mating
surfaces. The seam was then welded by resistance welding and the
excess overlap was peeled from both the inside and outside of the tube
on selected specimens.

The test joint for this configuration was a buttweld and was made
from stainless steel tubing.

The remaining steps in the fabrication process for this test
specimen design were identical to the CFL6300609 configuration. A
completed test specimen is shown in fig. 49.

CFL6300611: The liners for this test specimen configuration were
fabricated from 0.003 in. (0.0076 cm) Inconel sheet by the same method
used on the CFL6300609 configuration.

The end fittings for this configuration were 2 in. (6.35 cm)
APCO flanges machined from a billet of Inconel 718. The fittings
were attached to the liners by fusion welding as shown in fig. 25. After
the end fittings were attached to the liners the strain gages were
installed and a low pressure helium leak check was performed. The
glass overwrap was then applied and cured. After the first layer of
overwrap was applied, pins were inserted into holes in each end fitting
and the remaining two layers of glass were applied over the pins. The
test specimens were then subjected to a helium leak check at operating
pressure to complete the fabrication process. A completed test speci-
men is shown in fig. 49 at the end of this section.

CFL6300612: The liners for this test specimen configuration were
fabricated from 0.006 in. (0.015 cm) thick Inconel 718 sheet and welded
by straight seam fusion welding.

The end fittings for this configuration were stainless steel
raised face flanges machined to the NASA serration configuration.
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The flange shoulders were knurled to provide both an axial and torsion-
al bond for the glass overwrap. On the original design the end
fittings were attached to the liners by fusion welding as shown in
fig. 37. This technique, when applied to members with vastly different
heat capacities, produces a weld which is not structurally sound.
Figure 47 shows this configuration with the failed weld and fig. 48
is a magnified photograph of the weld area showing a definite lack of
fusion. Note that the roughness in the liner area is release agent
that was applied before attempting to overwrap the tube. Although this
design was recommended by several vendors, its strength is dependent
on equal heat flow to both sides of the weld and this would reduce
its strength to that of the stainless steel end fitting, about 40%
of the strength of the Inconel liner. If the end fittings were made
of high strength Inconel, this joint could be fabricated with equal
heat areas and would probably be reliable. After fabricating one test
specimen this method of attaching the end fittings to the liners was
abandoned. The end fittings for the remaining test specimens of this
design were attached to the liners by the solid-state bonding tech-
nique shown in fig. 29.

The remaining steps in the fabrication procedure for this con-
figuration were the same as the CFL6300609 configuration except that
no buttweld was required. A completed test specimen is shown in fig. 49.

5 in. (12.7 cm) diameter.- All liners in this group were fabri-
cated from Inconel 718 sheet. The glass overwrap configuration was
common to all test specimens in this group except for two specimens
of the CFL6300615 configuration which had four layers of hoop wound
glass. The overwrap was 0.040 in. (0.102 cm) thick and consisted of
a layer of hoop wound glass, then a longitudinal layer of 10 to 1 woven
glass mat, followed by two additional layers of hoop wound glass. The
overwrap was applied and cured by the procedure previously discussed.

CFL6300613: The liners for this test specimen configuration were
fabricated from 0.003 in. (0.0076 cm) thick Inconel 718 sheet. The
material was heat treated and age hardened as flat foil. The liners
were roll formed to the desired diameter and the seam was welded by
resistance welding as shown in fig. 23.

The test joint for this configuration was a buttweld. The end
fittings were roll formed from flat Inconel 718 sheet and seam welded.
Sixteen longitudinal pins were welded to each end fitting to provide a
torsional bond for the glass overwrap. The fittings were then machined
to fit inside the liners and were attached to the liners by resistance
welding. After the fittings were attached to the liners, end plug
adaptors were welded to the fittings to provide a mechanical joint for
test purposes.

The next steps in the fabrication process were the installation of
strain gages and a low pressure helium leak check. The glass overwrap
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was then applied and cured. The buttweld was then completed and the
test specimens were leak checked at operating pressure. A completed
test specimen is shown in fig. 49.

CFL6300614: The liners for this test specimen configuration were
fabricated from 0.003 in. (0.0076 cm) thick Inconel 718 sheet. The
liners were roll formed to the desired diameter and seam welded by
fusion welding. After completing the seam weld, the liners were heat
treated and age hardened before the end fittings were installed.

End fitting configuration and the remaining steps in the fabri-
cation process for this test specimen design were identical to the
CFL6300613 configuration. A completed test specimen is shown in fig. 49.

CFL6300615: The liners for this test specimen configuration were
fabricated from 0.006 in. (0.015 cm) thick Inconel 718 sheet. The
liners were roll formed to the desired diameter and seam welded by
fusion welding. The liners were plenished after welding but were not
heat treated.

The end fittings for this configuration were stainless steel raised
face flanges machined to the NASA serration configuration. The end
fittings were attached to the liners by fusion welding as shown in
fig. 25. After the end fittings were attached to the liners, the strain
gages were installed and a low pressure helium leak check was performed.
The glass overwrap was then applied and cured. After the first layer
of overwrap was applied, sixteen pins were inserted into holes in each
end fitting and the remaining layers of glass were applied over the
pins. The test specimens were then subjected to a helium leak check
at operating pressure to complete the fabrication process.

The burst test pressure of the first two specimens of this design
was below the acceptable level. The results of a failure analysis
showed that as the liner elongated the end flange separated from the
glass overwrap. This left the liner unsupported in this area and hence
a premature hoop failure occurred. A photograph of this failure is
shown in the test section of this report. The failure analysis also
showed circumferential cracks in the glass overwrap indicating axial
load transfer from the liner to the glass even though a release agent
had been applied to the liner. The inability of the overwrap (all
hoop wound glass on these two specimens) to absorb these loads contri-
buted to the premature failure. This problem was corrected on the
remaining test specimens by adding a doubler that extended past the
end of the flange on each end of the liner and by including a layer of
longitudinal glass in the overwrap configuration. As a result of these
preliminary tests the planned all hoop gla-ss overwrap on the CFL6300611
design was changed to include a layer of longitudinal glass.

CFL6300616: The liners for this test specimen configuration were
fabricated of the same material and by the same method as the CFL6300615
configuration.
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The end fittings for this configuration were stainless steel
Conoseal flanges. The flanges were attached to the liners by the
fusion weld technique as shown in fig. 37. The end fittings were
knurled to provide both an axial and torsional bond for the glass
overwrap. After the end fittings were attached to the liners, the
strain gages were installed and a low pressure helium leak check was
performed. The glass overwrap was then applied and cttred and the
specimens were leak checked at operating pressure. This step com-
pleted the fabrication process.

The burst test pressure of the first two specimens of this con-
figuration was below the acceptable level. The premature failure was
due to lack of strength in the weld.

Fabrication of Test Fixtures

The test fixtures were fabricated and installed in accordance
with the system design after approval by the NASA-LeRC Project
Manager. Fabrication was accomplished by the Engineering Model Shop
and by the Cold Flow Laboratory. After fabrication, proof pressure
or hydrostatic tests were accomplished to -verify fixture structural
integrity. All components and subsystems were then cleaned to Martin
Marietta cleaning specifications for the appropriate fluid service.
After installation, all fixtures were functionally tested to 'verify
proper operation and leak checks were performed to -verify fixture
integrity and suitability for intended service.

Except for a modification required for the tube joint heat flux
test, an existing calorimeter was used for all thermal testing.
Fabrication of special tube containers that limited the axial tempera-
ture differential between the tube and the environment were added to
the program to obtain more adequate thermal data.

Fabrication Costs

Future selection of composite tubes for cryogenic applications
will be influenced by fabrication costs. Using the costs accrued
during this program, including tooling, and other non-recurring costs,
the financial obligations can be estimated. For clarity, these costs
do not include quality control or cleaning and packaging although each
will be required in production operations. Included in the costs
are leak checks before and after overwrapping, a proof test, and all
fabrication costs. A quantity of 12 tubes was chosen. The accompany-
ing table summarizes these costs.
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Liner to
Liner thickness Heat Fitting fitting Overwrap Cost per

Tube di Tube length final Liner fab treat style weld config tube*

(in) (cm) (in) (cm) (in) (c.) U 0 0

0.5 1.27 48 121.9 .007 .018 X X Buttweld Resistance H $120

0.5 1.27 48 121.9 .009 .023 X Flat Fusion HER 163
flange

2.0 5.08 48 121.9 .003 .008 X X Buttweld Resistance HLH 247

2.0 5.08 48 121.9 .006 .015 X Buttweld Resistance HLH 240

2.0 5.08 48 121.9 .003 .008 X Flat Fusion HLR 291

flange

5.0 12.7 48 121.9 .003 .008 X X Buttweld Resistance HLHH 462

5.0 12.7 48 121.9 1 .003 .008 X X IButtweldl Resistance HILHH 456

*Including all materials, tooling, end fittings, fbiation and assembly costs.

Conclusions

Figure 49 includes photographs of all types of the finished
assemblies. No major problems arose during fabrication except those
already noted. All eleven remaining designs, and the concepts that
they employ are usable and can be fabricated with a high reliability.

Recommendations

There exist several items that require further investigation
but, in these sizes, these items can be resolved in a preproduction
investigation. The items, regarding fabrication, which merit ad-
ditional attention include:

1) Ability to provide leak free resistance welding of 1/2 in.
diameter (1.27 cm) liners to end fittings;

2) Ability to provide leak free solid-state bonding;

3) Aesthetic improvement of the overwrap surface finish;

4) Extension of fabrication materials into those less
susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement than Inconel 718;

and,

5) Use of a more machinable alloy than Inconel 718 for
i tisfittings.
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TASK III-TESTING

The objectives of Task III were to (1) verify the structural

integrity of the composite test specimens, (2) establish the
thermal conductivity of the specimens in the axial direction as

a function of temperature, and (3) establish a representative
heat flux through the test specimen.

Test Plan

To satisfy the first objective of Task III, the following
test program was to be conducted:

1) Burst tests - Specimens of each design were to be
subjected to burst tests at ambient, liquid nitrogen,
and liquid hydrogen temperatures. Two identical
specimens were to be tested at each temperature;

2) Cycle tests - Specimens of each design were to be
subjected to 200 pressure and temperature cycles
from ambient to operating temperature and from
zero psig to operating pressure. Two identical
specimens were to be tested at operating tempera-
tures of ambient, -320OF (780K), and -4230F (200K).
The 2 and 5 in. (5.08 and 12.7 cm) specimens were
to be cycled to an operating pressure of 200 psi
(138 N/cm2) and the 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) specimens
were to be cycled to an operating pressure of 3000
psi (2068 N/cm2 );

3) Extended load tests - After completing pressure and
temperature cycle testing, the test specimens were
to be pressurized to operating pressure at operating
temperature and held at these conditions for a period
of 24 hr;

4) Torsion tests - After completing the extended load
test, representative specimens were to be torsion-
tested by applying torque along the centerline of
the specimen until a failure of the liner or glass
wrapping was evident; and,

5) Postcycle burst tests - The cycle test specimens that
were not torsion tested were to be burst tested at
their respective operating temperatures.
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The second objective of Task III was to determine the
thermal conductivity of the composite test specimens. This
was to be accomplished by subjecting a small sample of each
size test specimen to a bath of LN 2 or LH 2 at one end, a
controlled heat source at the other end, and measuring the
heat input or cryogen boiloff to establish the heat flux.
Using this flux and a measured temperature difference across
the specimen, an apparent thermal conductivity was to be cal-
culated.

The third objective of Task III was to determine the heat
flux through the tube/joint of representative test specimens.
This objective was to be met by a test method very similar to
the thermal conductivity test except that a complete test speci-
men would be used.

The Task III testing was completed with no significant
deviation from the planned test program.

Facility and Instrumentation

All testing performed during this program was conducted
at the Martin Marietta Denver Division facilities. Burst and
cycle testing was conducted at the Cold Flow Laboratory and
thermal testing was conducted at the Propulsion Research Lab-
oratory.

Each test specimen was instrumented to provide biaxial
strain measurement of the liner during burst and cycle testing.
The strain gages were bonded to the outside of the liner at the
midpoint prior to applying the glass overwrap. On particular
test specimens, additional strain gages were mounted to measure
the strain on the inside of the liner and/or the outside of the
glass overwrap.

A thermocouple was also mounted on each test specimen for
temperature measurement. The thermocouple was installed during
glass overwrapping prior to applying the last layer of glass.
Additional thermocouples were added to the test specimens that
were subjected to thermal testing. These thermocouples were
bonded to the outside of the glass overwrap.

During burst testing, the failure pressure of each test
specimen was determined by continuously recording the output
of a pressure transducer mounted on one end of the test speci-
men. Burst test temperatures were determined by recording the
output of thermocouples located in the test environment plus
the output of the thermocouple mounted on one of the four test
specimens. The pressure in the test specimens during cycle
testing was determined by continuously recording the output of
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pressure transducers mounted on the inlet and outlet manifolds.
During cycle testing the temperatures in the system were deter-
mined by recording the output of the thermocouples mounted on
each test specimen plus the output of a thermocouple located at
the inlet of each pair of test specimens or on the tubing spool
connecting the two specimens.

For all burst tests the outputs of the pressure transducers,
strain gages, and thermocouples were recorded on 6 channel San-
born direct-writing recorders. During cycle testing, pressure
and strain gage outputs were recorded on Sanborn recorders and
thermocouple outputs were recorded by a Honeywell 24-channel
multipoint recorder. A detailed description of the transducers
and data acquisition system components is included as Appendix A.

Preliminary Testing

Concurrent with the Task I analysis effort, preliminary test-
ing was performed to verify and supplement the analysis. These
tests included thermal conductivity determination, helium permeation,
fitting evaluations, overwrap gap determination, material tensile
tests, and prototype liner burst tests.

Thermal conductivity tests for hollow glass fibers. - A
limited test was conducted to obtain thermal conductivity data
for a composite structural material of hollow glass fibers
in an epoxy matrix. The objective of the test was to determine
if the thermal conductivity of the hollow glass composite was
significantly less than that of S-glass composites. The speci-
men configuration tested was a cylindrical tube section with
glass fibers wrapped circumferentially. Two samples were tested
at temperatures varying from 36 to 500°R (20 to 2780 K).

Analysis of the test data shows that there is no appreciable
difference in thermal conductivity between hollow glass fiber
composites and solid S-glass composites.

Test method: After installation of the test equipment in the
thermal test fixture discussed on page 184, the chamber was pumped
down to approximately 10-4 torr (0.013 N/cm 2 ). The heat sink
tank was then filled with liquid hydrogen and the system allowed
to cool for approximately 24 hr. This permitted the system to
reach a cold equilibrium condition and, at this point, power was
applied to the lower heater. A power setting estimated to produce
a differential temperature across the sample of approximately
30°R (160K) was selected. Data were recorded every half hour
until the temperatures of the system again stabilized. The power
setting was then decreased to a value calculated to produce a
differential temperature half that produced by the first power
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setting. Again, the temperatures of the system were allowed to
stabilize, with data taken every half hour.

Data reduction: The thermal conductivity of the specimen
can be directly calculated from the steady-state test data (i.e.,
steady power input and constant end temperature). The transient
data obtained during the warmup period were reduced with the aid
of a computer program that includes corrections and compensations
for energy losses through lead wiles, effects of thermal masses,
etc.

Results: The thermal conductivity calculated from the steady-
state data indicates there is no measurable difference between
hollow glass-fiber composites and solid S-glass-fiber composites.
For comparison, the calculated thermal conductivity for hollowBTU ( o- a 5°

glass-fiber composite is 0.038 ft hrR 0.00046 W ) at 59 R

(330 K). This compares with a thermal conductivity of S-glass-

fiber composite of 0.039 f BTU .00047 W) at 590R (330K)

discussed in reference 10. Since in all probability the thermal
conductivities of the two composites will be similar at all temp-
eratures, neither composite offers a thermal advantage.

Helium permeation test. - A 0.002-in. (0.005 cm) thick stain-
less steel liner which had been resistance-welded to form a 1.25 in.
(3.2 cm) diameter tube, and then resistance-welded to modified conoseal
end fittings, was subjected to a helium permeation test. The purpose
of the test was to determine if, under prolonged exposure to pressurized
helium, the helium would permeate the thin metal tube. At the end
of a two week test period, no permeation was sensed by a helium mass
spectrometer with a sensitivity of 3 x 10-10 scc/sec of helium.

Fitting evaluation tests. - A preliminary test program was
conducted to evaluate the leakage characteristics of the selected
end fittings and seals at cryogenic temperatures. The objectives
of the test were to (1) determine the capability of the joints to
provide essentially zero leakage when pressurized with helium to
operating pressure at ambient and cryogenic temperatures, and (2)
establish the retorque requirements for the joints.

Test equipment: The end fittings and seal combinations that
were subjected to the preliminary evaluation test are described in
Table 21.
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TABLE 21. - EVALUATION TEST JOINTS

Joint description Size Seal type Seal material

in. cm

V-Band conoseal 6 15.2 Conoseal Aluminum, stainless
steel

NASA flange-150 lb 5 12.7 Flat gasket 1100 Dead soft
aluminum

ASA flange-150 lb 5 12.7 Flexatallic Stainless steel

gasket and Teflon

APCO flange 2 6.35 Delta ring Aluminum, stainless
steel

NASA flange-150 lb 2 5.08 Flat gasket 1100 Dead soft
aluminum

ASA flange-150 lb 2 5.08 Flexatallic Stainless steel
gasket and Teflon

APCO flange 3/4 1.9 Delta ring Aluminum, stainless
steel

AN fitting 1/2 1.27 Del seal Aluminum, copper

The joints to be tested were assembled in the test fixture as

shown in fig. 50. The 2 and 5 in. (5.08 and 12.7 cm) joints were 2

tested simultaneously at an operating pressure of 200 psi (138 N/cm ).

The 3/4 and 1/2 in. (1.9 and 1.27 cm) joints were tested at an operat-

ing pressure of 3000 psi (2068 N/cm 2 ).

Test procedure: Before assembly, the sealing surfaces of each

fitting and seal were inspected for visible signs of poor workmanship

or handling damage. The joints were then assembled in accordance

with the manufacturers recommendations or standard practices. The

system was then pressurized with gaseous helium to operating pressure

and leak-checked with a helium mass spectrometer using the probe test

method. After completing the ambient leak-checks, the joints were

cooled down and stabilized at cryogenic temperature by flowing liquid

nitrogen through the system. Each joint was then helium-leak-checked

at cold temperature. The system was then warmed up to ambient temp-

erature by purging with gaseous nitrogen and the helium leak check

was repeated. The torque on the flange bolts and/or AN fittings was

then checked to determine if the bolts had loosened. The bolts and/

or fittings were then retorqued and the test sequence was repeated.
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Results: The results of the evaluation test of the selected
joints are presented in the following paragraphs:

3/4 in. (1.90 cm) APCO flange. - This joint was assembled
with the flange bolts torqued evenly to 275 in.-lb (31 N-m).

The joint was then subjected to three ambient and one cold pressure

cycle. The joint showed a slight leak when pressurized cold. The

joint was retorqued and leak-checked at ambient and cold temperature

with zero leakage. The joint was then subjected to five pressure

and temperature cycles, followed by ambient and cold leak checks

with zero leakage. Bolt torque was checked and found to be relaxed

to 225 in.-lb (25 N-m). The joint was then subjected to an add-

itional 20 pressure and temperature cycles. Leak checks at ambient

and cold temperature after the tenth and twentieth cycles showed

zero leakage. The performance of this joint was considered satis-

factory and testing was discontinued.

1/2 in. (1.27 cm) AN flared fitting. - This fitting, assembled
without a Del seal, and torqued to the maximum recommended torque
of 750 in.-lb (85 N-m) plus one flat on the B-nut, would not seal

when pressurized to 3000 psi (2068 N/cm 2 ) with helium at ambient
temperature. Testing of this joint was therefore discontinued.

The 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) AN fitting assembled with an aluminum

Del seal showed leakage at ambient temperature when torqued to
the maximum recommended torque of 750 in.-lb (85 N-m) plus one

flat of the B-nut. The fitting was disassembled and the sealing

surfaces of the union and flare were polished. The fitting was
then reassembled with new Del seals and showed zero leakage at

ambient and cold temperature when torqued at 750 in.-lb (85 N-m)

plus one flat. The fitting was then subjected to 10 pressure and
temperature cycles and showed leakage at ambient temperature. The
torque on the fitting was checked and found to be relaxed to 650

in.-lb (73 N-m). The fitting was retorqued but the leakage was

not stopped. Additional testing of a new assembly showed that
the retorquing operation after pressure and temperature cycling
would eliminate leakage at ambient temperature but not at cold

temperature. The testing of this joint was discontinued.

The 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) AN fitting assembled with a copper

Del seal showed zero leakage when torqued at 750 in.-lb (85 N-m).

This fitting showed a slight leak at cold temperature after com-

pleting five pressure and temperature cycles. The torque on the
fitting was checked and found to be relaxed to 600 in.lb (68 N-m).

The fitting was retorqued to 750 in.-lb (85 N-m) and completed

10 pressure and temperature cycles with zero leakage and no further
decrease in torque. The performance of the joint was considered

satisfactory and testing was discontinued.
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21 in. (6.35 cm) APCO flange. - This joint was assembled
with a stainless steel delta ring seal, with 275 in.-lb (31 N-m)
bolt torque, and the joint was then subjected to pressure and
temperature cycling. After completing 10 pressure and temperature
cycles, the joint showed a slight leak when leak-checked at cold
Semperature. Bolt torque was checked and found to be relaxed to
240 in.-lb (27 N-m). The joint was retorqued and subjected to
an additional 10 pressure and temperature cycles. Leak checks at
ambient and cold temperatures showed zero leakage. The performance
of this joint was considered satisfactory and testing was discon-
tinued.

6 in. (15.2 cm) Conoseal. - This joint was assembled with a
stainless steel conoseal gasket and the clamp T-bolt was torqued
to 170 in.-lb (19 N-m). The joint was then subjected to pressure
and temperature cycling. After completing five pressure and temp-
erature cycles, the torque on the T-bolt was checked and found to
be relaxed to 150 in.-lb (17 N-m). The joint showed zero leakage
when leak-checked at ambient and cold temperature. The unchanged
joint was then subjected to 10 additional pressure and temperature
cycles. Leak checks at ambient and cold temperatures after these
cycles showed zero leakage. The performance of this joint was con-
sidered satisfactory and testing was discontinued.

2 and 5 in. (5.08 and 12.7 cm) ASA flanges. - These joints
were assembled with Flexatallic gaskets and the flange bolts were
torqued in accordance with vendor recommendations to provide the
proper gasket load. The joint would not seal when pressurized
with helium at 200 psi (138 N/cm 2) and ambient temperature. Bolt
torque was then increased to the maximum recommended values but
the joint still did not seal. Testing of this joint wa.s there-
fore discontinued.

2 and 5 in. (5.08 and 12.7 cm) NASA flanges. - The configura-
tion of these flanges during initial testing was full face serration
[11 serrations on the 2 in. (5.08 cm) flange and 14 serrations on
the 5 in. (12.7 cm) flange.] The flanges were assembled with a
1/8 in. (0.3 cm) soft aluminum (1100-0) gasket and the flange bolts
were torqued evenly to 360 in.-lb (41 N-m) for the 2 in. (5.08 cm)
and 540 in.-lb (61 N-m) for the 5 in. (12.7 cm) joint. After five
pressure and temperature cycles, the joints leaked. The bolt torque
was then increased and the pressure and temperature cycles were re-
peated with the same results. This process was repeated, increasing
the bolt torque in increments to a maximum of 1,800 in.-lb (203 N-m).
The joint showed leakage after cycling at each torque level. The
test was repeated with new gaskets with similar results.
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The gaskets were then modified by reducing the outside dia-
meter so the gasket would contact only four of the flange serrations.
The joints were assembled with the modified gaskets and the flange
bolts were torqued to 1,800 in.-lb (203 N-m). The joints were then
subjected to one pressure and temperature cycle and retorqued. This
process was repeated until the torque value did not relax more than
60 in.-lb (7 N-m), a total of five retorquing operations. The joints
were then subjected to 16 pressure and temperature cycles with zero
leakage at ambient and cold temperature. The performance of the
joints was then c6nsidered satisfactory and testing was discontinued.

The results clearly indicate that not all joint configurations
are acceptable. From previous discussions, however, it is noted
that configurations selected (see Fig. 31) for this program utilize
sound joints.

Overwrap tension tests. - A series of NOL rings were fabri-
cated and tested. The primary purpose of the test was to verify
the gap or interference between the glass and an inflexible mandrel.
The rings were wrapped on a 5.753 in. (14.613 cm) diameter thick
walled stainless steel cylinder. One set of rings was all hoop
wrap, 3 layers at 16 threads/inch (6.3 threads/cm), and wrap tension
varying from 2 lb (8.9 N) per 20 ends up to 14 lb-(62 N) per 20
ends. The other set of rings was a combination of-hoop and axial
wrap with a single axial wrap in between hoop layers (3 total layers).
The threads per inch and tension were the same as the-other set of
rings.

After winding, the cylinders were oven-cured 2 hr at 200 F
(367K), 2 hr from 200 to 350 F (367 to 450 0 K), and 4 hr at 350 F
( 4500K). After cure, the mandrel was cooled-in LN to remove the
cylinders. Rings, 1/4 in. (0.64 cm) wide, were macgined from the
cylinders. A photograph of-these rings is shown below.
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The inside diameter data can be used to determine the inter-
ference fit between the overwrap and a metal liner. Internal
pressure in the thin liner may be used to offset this interference,
or any part of it, after fabrication. For example, if all hoop,
6 lb (27 N)! 20 end tension was used, the interference would be
0.003 in (0.008 cm) on the diameter. If internal pressure could
be applied so that the liner is strained 0.0015 in. (0.004 cm)

after overwrapping (prior to cure), then relief of the pressure
after cure would result in no gap or interference. The spring-
back data in the following table is a measurement of the distance
between the ends of the ring after the ring is cut as shown. The
minus sign indicates overlap.

Spr ingback -o

These data can be used to determine the bending stress in the
overwrap according to

oBending = E

where66 2E is approximately 9.0 x 106 psi (6.2 x 106 N/cm )

for all the hoop rings and 7.0 x 10
6 psi (4.8 x 106 N/cm )

for the mixed rings

and C = Strain =t(DI-D2)

DD 2

where D1 is the original diameter at the midsurface of the

ring and D2 is the diameter after the ring is cut.

Since D2 is difficult to measure, we can compute

it as

D2 = D - (Springback + Cut Width)

7r
where the cut width is the width of the saw blade which was 0.03 in.
(0.08 cm).
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The following tables show the pertinent data on these rings.

Bending
Wrap Inside Springback stress

Wrap Tension (lb.) diameter (in.) (inches) (psi)
of uncut ring.

All hoop 2 5.754 -0.55 1620

All hoop 6 5.750 -0.55 1530

All hoop 10 5.746 -0.76 2130

All hoop 14 5.743 -0.98 2760

Hoop/axial/hoop 2 5.753 -0.84 1830

Hoop/axial/hoop 6 5.750 -1.10 2420

Hoop/axial/hoop 10 5.747 -1.37 3040

Hoop/axial/hoop 14 5.744 -1.46 3260

Wrap Wrap Inside dia- Springback Bending 2
Tension (N) ameter (cm) (cm) Stress (N/cm )

of uncut rin

All hoop 14.615 -1.40 1120

All hoop 27 14.605 -1.40 1050

All hoop 44 14.595 -1.93 1470

All hoop 62 14.587 -2.49 1900

Hoop/axial/hoop 9 14.613 -2.13 1260

Hoop/axial/hoop 27 14 .605 -2.79 1670

Hoop/axial/hoop 44 14.597 -3.48 2100

Hoop/axial/hoop 62 14.590 -3.71 2250
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Material tensile tests. - A literature search for the tensile
properties of ultrathin metal foils was not successful. In recog-
nition of the theory that surface conditions in thin foil may have
a large effect on the tensile stress allowables, a series of tests
were performed to determine the design allowables. Associated with
the base metal strengtns, some information regarding weld strengths

and mixed metal weld strengths (weld 301 CRES to Inconel 718) was
desired. The combinations of welding, heat treating, and mixed
metal welds were selected as typical of the combinations that were
to be used for liner and fitting fabrication in this contract.

Test specimens: A number of tensile test specimens were fab-
ricated using both resistance-welding and fusion-welding techniques.
The resistance-welded specimens are listed in table 22 and the
configuration of these specimens is shown in fig. 51. The fusion-
welded specimens are listed in table 23 and the configuration of
these specimens is shown in fig. 52. SDecimens of the parent metals

were also tested to provide a basis for comparison.

Test results: The test program for Inconel 718 included
annealed and heat-treated specimens in fusion-welded, resistance-
welded, and base metal configurations. The indicated yield stress
(the area of interest in this program), under properly controlled
heat-treat and aging, indicates the fusion-weld (butt weld, no
filler) will develon more than 90% of the base metal yield strength.

The resistance-weld (continuous spot welds) method results in 100%
of the base metal strength even if welded after the heat treatment.
A yield allowable of 160,000 psi (110,000 N/cm2 ) and an ultimate
tensile allowable of 176,000 psi (121,000 N/cm 2) will be used for
ambient temperature allowables.

The test program for 301 CRES indicates a considerable re-
duction in tensile strength due to resistance-welding (75% of
base metal) and an even larger reduction in tensile strength after
fusion welding (66% of base metal). After fusion welding 301 CRES
to Inconel 718, the 301 CRES failed at 54% of base metal strength.

The data for 21-6-9 CRES contains considerable scatter, which
was attributable to test methods. A tensile allowable of 112,000
psi (77 000 N/cm 2 ) seems appropriate even when joined by fusion weld-
ing [the fusion weld samples were tested as the typical "dog bone"
configuration while the other data were obtained from straight 1/2
in. (1.27 cm) wide samples].

The results of the testing are tabulated in table 24 and 25.
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Prototype liner burst test. - Two existing 1.25 in. (3.2 cm)
diameter tubes were overwrapped with three layers of hoop-wound
S/HTS glass with a 58-68R resin system and subjected to a burst
test. The purposes were to (1) determine if 2 lb (8.9 N) of tension
for 20 ends resulted in a satisfactory overwrap configuration, (2)
determine if 2 lb (8.9 N) of tension would crush an unsupported
0.002 in. (0.005 cm) thick liner, (3) determine if 2 lb (8.9 N) of
tension would crush a supported (by internal GN2 pressure) 0.002
in. (0.005 cm) thick liner, (4) resolve any fabrication problems,
(5) determine the burst pressure and failure mode, and (6) determine
if cure temperatures would create a buckling failure in the liner.

The fabrication and test program was considered very successful.
The tube that was overwrapped without internal pressure was bowed
considerably during and after overwrap in the area of the longitudi-
nal resistance weld. The addition of internal pressure during
winding and cure eliminated this bowing. The cure temperature did
not cause any buckling of the thin liner. The burst pressures of
the test items were 1150 and 1175 psi (793 and 810 N/cm 2). This
was a hydrostatic, ambient temperature, test at a pressure rise rate
of about 400 psi (276 N/cm 2) per minute. The calculated burst pres-
sure was 950 psi (655 N/cm 2) without considering any longitudinal
glass strength. The additional strength is attributed to the glass
bond and its contribution to the allowable burst pressure. The
failure mode was at the hoop resistance weld heat-affected zone (see
fig. 53 and 54). The disappointing feature of the 2 lb (8.9 N)
tension/20 ends overwrap is a generally poor appearance. The tube
handling characteristics are good and a technician will not damage
the liner with normal handling abuse. A side benefit of the test was
that the one tube liner, badly wrinkled during liner fabrication,
did not fail as a result of these wrinkles.
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Burst Testing

The specific objectives of the burst test program were to (1)
validate the assumptions made during the structural analysis, (2)
determine and/or compare the efficiencies of the fabrication methods
including resistance welds, fusion welds,, and solid-state bonding,
(3) determine the burst pressure of the test specimens as a function
of temperature, and (4) verify the structural integrity of the end
joints.

Test fixtures. - A schematic diagram of the test fixture used
for ambient burst testing of the low pressure test specimens is
shown in fig. 55. The test specimen and the ullage tank were in-
stalled in a vertical attitude with the top of the ullage tank
slightly higher than the top of the test specimen. Vent valves
were installed on the tops of the ullage tank and test specimen to
bleed air out of the system during water fill. Gaseous nitrogen
from the 5000 psi (3447 N/cm 2 ) facility storage was used as the
pressurization medium.

The test fixture used for ambient burst testing of the high-
pressure test specimens is shown schematically in fig. 56. The
test specimen was installed in a vertical attitude so the top of
the specimen was lower than the water level in the water supply
tank. The fitting at the inlet to the instrumented gage was
loosened to bleed the air out of the test specimen during water
fill. The original design of the test fixture used a hydrostatic
pump to increase the pressure in the test specimen. During the
initial testing, it was found that the pressure rise rate produced
by this pump could not be adequately controlled when the test item
was leak free. The hydr*Ostat pump was therefore replaced with a
gas booster pump on which the output pressure could be controlled
by regulating the supply pressure. Gaseous nitrogen was used as
the pressurization medium.

A schematic of the test fixture used for all cryogenic burst
testing is shown in fig. 57. The test fixture was designed to
permit the simultaneous testing of four test specimens. The test
specimens were separated by barriers so the bursting of one specimen
would not damage the adjacent specimens. The test specimens were
suspended from the cryostat lid in a vertical attitude with the
pressurization and pressure transducer lines passing through the
lid. Isolation valves were installed in the pressurization lines
so one test specimen could be pressurized to burst without pres-
surizing the other specimens. An orifice and bypass valve were
also installed in the pressurization line to allow a high gas flow
into the test specimens during cool-down and fill and to restrict
the flow during pressurization. Thermocouples were located in the
cryostat to monitor liquid level during fill and test. Gaseous
nitrogen was used as the pressurization medium during tests at
liquid nitrogen temperature and gaseous hydrogen was used as the
pressurization medium during tests at liquid hydrogen temperature.
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Test method. - The ambient burst tests of the low-pressure test
specimens were performed with the test specimens installed in the
test fixture as shown in fig. 55. Before filling the test specimen
with water, the system was pressurized to operating pressure with
gaseous nitrogen and all connections were bubble leak checked. All
leaks except test specimen leaks were repaired before proceeding.
With the orifice bypass valve and the vent valves at the top of the
test specimen and ullage tank open, the system was filled with clean
demineralized water through the water fill valve. The system was
filled to a gas-free condition as evidenced by water flow from the
top of the test specimen and the top of the ullage tank. All valves
were then closed and the pressure transducer and strain gages were
balanced to zero output. The instrumentation recorders were then
calibrated; annotated with date, test title, and test specimen
serial number; and started at a chart speed of 2.5 mm/sec. The
gaseous nitrogen pressure in the system was then increased at a
controlled rise rate to maintain a strain rate not exceeding 1%
per minute, until test specimen failure was indicated by visible
leakage or rupture. The pressure in the system was then reduced
to zero and the test specimen was inspected to determine the failure
mode.

The ambient burst tests of the high-pressure specimens were
performed with the test specimens installed in the test fixture as
shown in fig. 56. The burst tests of the high-pressure test speci-
mens were conducted using the same method as for the low-pressure
specimens except that a gas booster pump was used to increase the
pressure to the point of failure.

The cryogenic burst tests Qf both the low-pressure and high-
pressure test specimens were performed with the test specimens
installed in the test fixture as shown in fig. 57. The test
method discussed in the following paragraphs is for testing at
liquid nitrogen temperature only. The same procedure was followed
for the testing at liquid hydrogen temperature except that gaseous
hydrogen was used as the pressurant gas and the cryostat tank was
filled with liquid hydrogen.

After installing the test specimens in the test fixture the
system was pressurized with gaseous nitrogen to operating pressure
and all connections were bubble leak checked. All leaks except
test specimen leaks were repaired before proceeding. The cryostat
lid with the test specimens attached was then mounted on the cryostat
tank and the test specimens were pressurized to approximately 25%~
of operating pressure with gaseous nitrogen. This pressure was
maintained in the test specimens while the cryostat tank was filled
with liquid nitrogen. As the cryostat filled, the pressurant gas
in the test specimens liquefied so that when the cryostat tank was
full the test specimen was submerged in and filled with liquid
nitrogen. When the system temperatures were stabilized, the pressure
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in the test specimens was reduced to zero so the pressure transducer
and strain gage outputs could be balanced to zero. The orifice bleed
valve, manifold vent valve, and the test specimen isolation valves
were closed and the instrumentation recorders were calibrated and
annotated. The isolation valve to one test specimen was then opened
and the system pressure was increased at a controlled rate until the
test specimen failed. This sequence was repeated until the four
specimens had been tested. The system pressure was then decreased
to zero and the cryostat tank was drained. The test specimens were
then inspected to determine the failure mode.

To reduce the chances of system leaks, the test fixture was
modified when testing the high pressure test specimens. After
completing the cool-down and fill of the test specimens and cryostat
tank by the above procedure, the pressurization line was plumbed
direct from the gas booster outlet to the test specimen. The gas
booster pump was then used to increase the pressure in the system
until test specimen failure occurred. This procedure was repeated
for each of the other three test specimens.

Test results and discussion. - To present the results of the
burst test program, the test specimens will be divided into three
groups with respect to the diameter of the test specimens. The
first group of test specimens to be discussed will consist of the
1/2 in. (1.27 cm) diameter high-pressure test specimens. The
second group of test specimens to be discussed will consist of the
2 in. (5.08 cm) diameter low-pressure test specimens. The third
group of test specimens to be discussed will consist of the 5 in.
(1.27 cm) diameter low-pressure test specimens.

The change in slope of the strain readings for the 2 in. (5.08
cm) and 5 in. (12.7 cm) diameter tubes can be attributed to closing the
gap between the liner and the overwrap. This slope change is present
in the cryogenic testing only, confirming the absence of a gap at am-
bient temperatures. The empirical gap was the same magnitude as the
calculated gap. Any gap in the 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) diameter tubes was
not evident in the data.

Out of the first group of 48 high-pressure test specimens, 43
specimens were subjected to burst tests and 5 specimens were sub-
jected to torsion tests. The results of the torsion tests are
discussed in a later section. Twenty-four of the test specimens
were subjected to burst tests with no other structural testing
performed and the remaining specimens were burst tested after being
subjected to pressure and temperature cycling and extended load
tests. The results of the burst tests on each design are tabulated
in table 26 through 29 and the average pressure vs strain at the
three test temperatures for each design are plotted on fig. 58
through 61. The pressure vs strain curves reflect the average
values at failure of all specimens tested at each temperature.
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The primary failure mode for the first group of test specimens
was determined to be leakage failure. A leakage failure occured
when the gas booster pump, because of its very low volumetric out-
put and pumping speed, was unable to increase the system pressure
faster than it leaked off. The specific location of the leaks was
not determined because in no case did failure occur at less than
two times the design operating pressure. The failure modes for
each design in the first group of test specimens are presented in
the following paragraphs:

CFL6300605, 1/2 in. (1.27 cm), flared tube: Two test speci-
mens were torsion tested and six failed due to leakage. Of the
four remaining specimens, the resistance weld joining the liner
to the end fitting adapter failed due to insufficient weld pen-
etration on two of the tubes. Typical failure is shown in fig. 62.

Fig. 62. - Failure Mode, CFL6300605

CFL6300606, 1/2 in. (1.27 cm), butt weld: Five specimens
failed due to leakage. Five specimens failed due to liner failure
in the heat-affected zone adjacent to the resistance weld joining
the liner to the end fitting adapter. This failure is shown in
fig. 63. Two specimens showed no evidence of failure when pres-
surized to the maximum capability of the test fixture.

CFL6300607, 1/2 in. (1.27 cm), flat flanged: Two test speci-
mens were torsion tested and four failed due to leakage. Five
specimens failed due to liner failure at the inside edge of the
flange (see fig. 64). The remaining test specimen showed no
evidence of failure when pressurized to the maximum capability
of the test fixture.
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Fig. 63. -Failure Mode, CFL6300606

Fig 64. -Failure Mode, CFL6300607
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CFL6300608, 1/2 in. (1.27 cm), CRES flared: One test speci-
men was torsion tested and seven failed due to leakage. On two
test specimens the resistance-weld joining the liner to the end
fitting adapter failed due to insufficient weld penetration (similar
to fig. 63). The two remaining test specimens (S/N's 37 and 43)
failed at the center of the tube at the point where a strain gage was
bonded to the liner. This failure is shown in fig. 65. The data
scatter at ambient temperature is attributed to load transfer from
the liner to the overwrap as a result of friction. This load transfer
is indicated by the actual burst pressures being higher than the
calculated burst pressure.

Fig. 65. - Failure Mode on Two CFL6300608 Tubes

Out of the second group of 48 low-pressure test specimens,
44 specimens were subjected to burst tests and 3 were subjected
to torsion tests. The remaining specimen, CFL6300612-S/N 93 was
destroyed after completing pressure and temperature cycling
testing. Twenty four of the test specimens were subjected to
burst testing with no other structural tests being performed and
the remaining specimens were subjected to burst tests after com-
pleting pressure and temperature cycling and extended load tests.
The resuts of the burst tests on each design are given in tables
30 through 33 and the average pressure vs strain at the three
test temperatures for each design are plotted in fig. 66 through
69. The pressure vs strain curves reflect the average values at
failure of all specimens tested at each temperature.

When testing the low pressure test specimens, the pressure
capabilities of the test fixtures made it possible to pressurize
the specimens to burst failure even though leakage may have occured
before burst. The failure modes for each design in the second
group of test specimens are presented in the following paragraphs:.
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CFL6300609, 2 in. (5.08 cm) butt weld: All 12 specimens of
this design were pressurized to a burst failure. The failure
for all specimens was due to liner failure in the heat-affected
zone adjacent to the resistance weld joining the liner to the
end fitting adapter. This was the expected mode of failure and
is shown in fig. 70.

Fig. 70. - Failure Mode, CFL6300609

CFL6300610, 2 in. (5.08 cm) butt weld: All 12 specimens of
the design were pressurized to a burst failure. The failure for
all specimens was due to liner failure in the heat-affected zone
adjacent to the resistance weld joining the liner to the end
fitting adapter. This failure is shown in fig. 71.

CFL63006111 2 in. (5.08 cm) flat flanged: Two specimens of
this design were torsion tested. The remaining 10 specimens were
pressurized to a burst failure. The failure'of all specimens was
due to liner failure in the heat-affected zone adjacent to the
fusion weld joining the liner to the end fitting. This failure
is shown in fig. 72. The data scatter for this design can be
attributed to inadequate control of the liner weld to the end
fitting which resulted in varying weld penetration.

CFL6300612 2 in. (5.08 cm) NASA flange: After fabricating
and testing one specimen of this design, it was determined that
the fusion-weld joining the liner to the end fitting was of in-
sufficient strength. This specimen was therefore redesigned to
incorporate a solid-state bonding technique to join the liner to
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Fig. 71. - Failure Mode, CFL6300610

Fig. 72. - Failure Mode, CFL6300611

the end fittings. Eleven specimens of the new design were fab-
ricated and tested. One specimen was subjected to torsion test,
and one specimen was destroyed in handling after completing pres-
sure and temperature cycling. The nine remaining specimens were
pressurized to a burst failure. The failure mode for these speci-
mens was liner failure at the inside edge of the end flange as

expected and is shown in fig. 73.
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Fig. 73. - Failure Mode, CFL6300612

The third group of test specimens consisted of three designs
with 12 specimens of each design and one design with two specimens.
Out of this group of 38 low-pressure test specimens, 33 were sub-
jected to burst test and two were torsion tested. One of the
torsion test specimens was burst tested after completing torsion
testing. Three specimens were damaged in the cycle test fixture
before test and one specimen had the flanges removed to provide
a thermal conductivity test specimen. Twenty of the test speci-
mens were subjected to burst testing with no other structural
tests being performed, and the remaining specimens were subjected
to burst tests after completing pressure and temperature cycling
and extended load tests. The results of the burst tests on each
design are given in tables 34 through 37 and the average pressure
vs strain at the three test temperatures for each design are plotted
in fig. 74 through 77. The pressure vs strain curves reflect the
average values at failure of all specimens tested at each tempera-
tur e.
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The failure modes for each design in the third group of test

specimens are presented in the following paragraphs.

CFL6300613, 5 in. (12.7 cm) butt weld: One specimen of this

design, S/N 106, was accidently overpressurized at the beginning

of pressure and temperature cycle testing. The remaining test

specimens were pressurized to a burst failure. The failure mode

for this design was due to liner failure in the heat-affected

zone adjacent to the resistance weld joining the liner to the end

fitting adapter. This failure is shown in fig. 78.

Fig. 78. - Failure Mode, CFL6300613 and CFL6300614

CFL6300614, 5 in. (12.7 cm) butt weld: All 12 specimens of
this design were pressurized to a burst failure. The failure mode

for all specimens was liner failure in the heat-affected zone
adjacent to the resistance weld joining the liner to the end fitting
adapter. This failure is shown in fig. 78.

CFL6300615, 5 in. (12.7 cm) NASA flange: One specimen of this
design, S/N 127, had the flanges removed after cycle testing to pro-
vide a specimen for thermal testing and was not subjected to burst

or torsion test. The flanges were removed so the test item would

fit the thermal test fixture. Two specimens were subjected to torsion

tests, S/N 128 and S/N 132, with S/N 132 then being burst tested.

Two specimens, S/N 129 and S/N 130, were accidently overpressurized
at the beginning of pressure and temperature cycle testing. The
remaining test specimen were pressurized to a burst failure. The

results of the burst tests on the first two specimens showed the
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burst pressure on this design was less than twice the design operat-

ing pressure. The failure was due to liner failure at the inside
edge of the flange. As the liner strained in the axial direction,
the glass pulled away from the flange leaving the liner unsupported
in this area. This failure is shown in fig. 79. This design was

changed to include a doubler that extended out past the edge of the

flange. The doubler was flared slightly to prevent damage to the

liner during assembly. Failure of the redesigned specimens was due

to longitudinal liner failure. This failure is shown in fig. 80.

Fig. 79. - Failure Mode, CFL6300615

Fig. 80. - Failure ode, CFL6300615, Redesign
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CFL6300616, 5 in. (12.7 cm) strap flange: Two specimens of
this design were fabricated and tested. These specimens failed
at a pressure just over operating pressure due to insufficient
strength in the fusion weld joining the liner to the end fitting
(see fig. 81). This design was therefore cancelled from the test
program.

Post Test
Plastic Strain
B,-ckleFalr

Fig. 81. - Failure Mode, CFL6300616

Pressure-Temperature Cycle and Extended Load Test

The objective of this test program was to investigate the
feasibility of using glass-fiber tubing in a cryogenic system as
tank pressurization and propellant outflow plumbing. During the
design phase of the test program a fatigue life goal of at least
200 pressure-temperature cycles was established. The purpose of
the cycle testing was to verify that this design goal had been

achieved.

Test fixtures. - A schematic of the test fixture used for the
ambient cycle test is shown in fig. 82. One end of the test speci-
mens was capped and the opposite ends were manifolded together so
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that all specimens were pressurized simultaneously. The pressuri-
zation and vent-rates were controlled by throttling valves located
at the inlet and outlet of the manifold. The pressurization medium
was gaseous nitrogen at ambient temperature.

A schematic of the test fixture used for cryogenic cycle tests
is shown in fig. 83. Two identical specimens of each design were
mounted in series in a flow loop suspended from the vacuum chamber
lid. The inlet and outlet lines passed through the lid to the inlet
and outlet manifolds, respectively. An isolation valve was installed
in the inlet lines to control flow through each loop. The nitrogen
gas used as the pressurization medium was precooled by flowing through
a liquid nitrogen heat exchanger before entering the test specimens.
The liquid nitrogen used to cool down the test specimens to liquid
nitrogen temperature was supplied from the facility storage system.
Liquid hydrogen was supplied to the test fixture from 1500-gal (5.7
in
3) trailers. The pressurization rate was controlled by an orifice

in the pressurization line and the isolation valves in each flow
loop. The vent rate was controlled by a throttle valve in the vent
line.

Test method-ambient cycle. - After installing the test speci-
mens in the ambient cycle test fixture, the system was pressurized
to operating pressure with gaseous nitrogen, and all test fixture
connections were leak checked with soap solution. All leaks ex-
cept test specimen leaks were corrected before proceeding with the
test. Each test specimen was then enclosed in a polyethylene bag.
The system was then pressurized to operating pressure with helium
and each specimen was leak checked with a helium mass spectrometer
using the probe test method. Leakage was recorded at 30 second
intervals for a 5-minute period to establish the pretest leakage
rate of each test specimen. The pressure cycles were performed
by opening the pressurization valve and allowing the system pres-
sure to increase to operating pressure. The inlet throttling valve
was adjusted so that strain rate of the test specimens did not ex-
ceed 170/min, The pressurization valve was then closed and the vent
valve was opened. The vent rate was controlled by adjusting the
outlet throttling valve as required. This sequence was repeated
until nine pressure cycles had been completed. On the tenth cycle
gaseous helium was used to pressurize the system and each specimen
was again leak checked for a 5-minute period. This procedure was
repeated with a leak check on every tenth pressure cycle until a
total of 200 pressure cycles were completed. After completing the
final leak check, the test specimens were subjected to an extended
load test by pressurizing the system to operating pressure and
maintaining the pressure for a 24 hr period, At the end of the
24 hr period, the test specimens were again leak checked.
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Test method-cryogenic cycle. - The test specimens that had
NASA flanges as end fittings were subjected to a retorque operation
before installation in the test fixture. This operation consisted
of assembling the joints and torquing the bolts to the specified
torque value then cooling the joints by flowing liquid nitrogen
through the test specimen. The joint was then returned to ambient
temperature and the bolts were retorqued. This operation was re-
peated for five cycles.

When the test specimens were installed in the cryogenic cycle
test fixture (fig. 84 and 85), all connections inside of the vacuum
chamber, except those test specimen connections intended to be a
part of the test, were seal welded to eliminate all leakage into
the chamber, except test specimen leakage. The pressure-temperature
cycles were performed by cooling the test specimens to operating
temperature, pressurizing to operating pressure, venting the pres-
sure and warming the specimen to ambient temperature. The vacuum
chamber was evacuated before starting the cooldown and the vacuum
was maintained throughout the test. The test specimens were cooled
down by flowing liquid nitrogen or liquid hydrogen from the supply
through the inlet manifold and the test specimens into the outlet
manifold and an outlet vent, This flow was continued until all
test specimens were stabilized at operating temperature. The
isolation valves in the test item inlet lines were adjusted so that
all specimens were cooled at nearly the same rate. When the test
specimens were stabilized at operating temperature, the cryogen
flow was stopped and the test specimens were pressurized to operating
pressure with cold gas. The pressurization valve was then closed
and the pressure in the test specimens was vented through the vent
valve. The pressurization and vent rates were controlled so as not
to exceed a test specimen strain rate of 1%/mmn. The test specimens
were then warmed up to ambient temperature by flowing hot gaseous
nitrogen from the nitrogen heater through the inlet manifold and the
test specimens into the outlet manifold and out the vent. This
sequence was repeated until nine cycles had been completed. On the
tenth cycle the specimens were pressurized with cold helium and a
leak check was performed using a helium mass spectrometer connected
to the vacuum chamber. The helium leakage into the chamber was
monitored for a time period sufficient to establish the increase
rate and/or achieve a steady state rate. The pressure-temperature
cycles were repeated with a leak check on every tenth cycle until
a total of 200 cycles were completed. Assuming a constant system
sensitivity, the leakage rate in scc/sec for an increment of time
was monitored and compared to the leakage rate observed on preceeding
leak checks for the same increment of time. That is, if after 5
minutes, the leakage rate for cycle 1 was 1 x 10O7 scc/sec and after
5 minutes on cycle 10 the leakage rate was 1 x L0-7 scc/sec, then it
was assumed there was no tube degradation. At the conclusion of the
200 cycles each tube was individually leak checked and the results
were compared to the results of the individual tube pretest leak
check to verify the above assumptions.
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Fig. 84. - Cryogenic Cycle Test Fixture

Fig. 85. - Test Specimen Installation - Cryogenic Cycle Test
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Test results and discussion. - The results of the leak checks
performed at 10 cycle intervals during all pressure-temperature
cycle testing showed no increase in the leakage characteristics of
any test specimen as a result of the 200 pressure-temperature cycles.
The leak checks after cycling verified no significant change in
leakage rates. Plots of pressure, temperature and strain vs time
for a typical cycle on representative test specimens are included
as fig. 86 through 89. All tubes successfully passed the 24-hr
extended load test. Results of the burst test after extended load
are included in the burst test section.

Torsion Tests

The purpose of the torsion testing was to determine the strength
of the test specimens when subjected to torsional loading that may
be encountered during assembly and installation of pressurization and
propellant outflow lines.

Test method and equipment. - To perform the torsion tests one
end of the test specimen was clamped in a fixed position with the
test specimen in a vertical attitude. A torque wrench of the proper
range was then attached to the free end of the specimen so that torque
could be applied along the centerline of the test specimen. During
the application of torque, care was taken to assure that no bending
loads were imposed on the test specimen.

Test result's and discussion. - The results of the torque test
are tabulated in table 38 and discussed in the following paragraphs:

CFL6300605, 1/2 in. (1.27 cm), flared tube: Two specimens of
this design were subjected to the torsion test. The failure mode
on both specimens was a circumferential crack in the glass overwrap
and a subsequent buckling of the liner. The end bond of the glass
overwrap to the liner remained intact. This failure is shown in
fig. 90.

CFL6300607,9 1/2 in. (1.27 cm), flat flanged: Two specimens
of this design were subjected to the torsion test. The failure mode
of these specimens was identical to that described above.

CFL6300608, 1/2 in. (1.27 cm), CRES flared: One specimen of
this design were subjected to the torsion test, The failure mode
on this specimen was identical to that described above.

CFL6300611, 2 in. (5.08 cm), flat flanged: Two specimens of
this design was subjected to the torsion test. The failure mode
on both specimens was buckling of the liner after failure of the
*end bond between the glass overwrap and the liner. This failure
is shown in fig. 91.
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Fig. 90. - Torsion Failure Mode, 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) Diameter Tube

L0

Fig. 91. - Torsion Failure Mode 2 in. (5.08 cm) Diameter Flat Flange
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CFL6300612, 2 in. (5.08 cm) NASA flange: One specimen of this
design was subjected to the torsion test. The failure mode on this
specimen was a circumferential crack in the glass overwrap and a
subsequent buckling of the liner. This failure is shown in fig. 92.

Fig. 92 - Torsion Failure Mode 2 in. (5.08 cm) Diameter NASA Flange

CFL6300615, 5 in. (12.7 cm) NASA flange: Two specimens of
this design were subjected to the torsion test. There was no
failure in either of these test specimens as a result of the torsion
test. The applied torque, shown in table 38, was the maximum allow-
able for personnel safety.
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TABLE 38

TORSION TEST RESULTS

Test Specimen Torque at Failure
Description Actual Predicteda

Part No. S/N in.-lbs. N-m in.-lbs. N-m

CFL6300605 8 480 54 63 7

CFL6300605 12 400 45 63 7

CFL6300607 32 288 33 63 7

CFL6300607 36 400 45 63 7

CFL6300608 44 180 20 63 7

CFL6300611 80 840 95 525 60

CFL6300611 84 660 75 525 60

CFL6300612 92 2160 244 525 60

CFL6300615 128 4 20 0b 47 5b 1236 140

CFL6300615 132 4200b  475b 1236 140

a. Predicted values were based on liner strength only. The
higher actual values are due to the shear resistant bond
between the glass overwrap and the end fitting.

b. Failure did not occur.
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Thermal Testing

The thermal performances of tube specimens was experimentally
evaluated in two series of thermal tests, consisting of (1) solid
thermal conductivity determination of specimen segments at reduced
temperatures and (2) thermal flux measurement for representative
complete tube specimens.

Solid thermal conductivity testing.- A test series was conducted

to measure the effective thermal conductivity of the walls of the
composite tube for each of the three specimen diameters. The speci-
mens consisted of short segments cut from representative completed
test specimens, and are shown in figures 93 and 94.

Test Equipment: An existing test apparatus was used which had
been successfully applied to measurement of thermal conductivity of
similar composite tube specimens at cryogenic temperatures. The
device is shown schematically in fig. 95. It consists of a vacuum
chamber, a cryogen container which serves as a heat sink and a shroud
enclosed test area. The specimen to be tested is mounted in thermal
contact with the heat sink on one end and an electrical resistance
heater on the other. The insulated shroud is physically mounted to
the heat sink, and operates near the cold end temperature of the
specimen. Tnstrumentation provides for measurement of heater power,
temperatures at each end of the specimen and the shroud, and liquid
level and pressure of the cryogen.

Because of the low expected therma~l flux through the specimen,
and its tubular configuration, care is required in the design of the
test to achieve an acceptable accuracy. The approach taken was to
control the expected specimen hea~t flux to a value such that the
extraneous heat loss would be a reasonably small fraction of the total.
When the predicted heat fluxes through paths other than the specimenf
are then subtracted out, a satisfactory accuracy is obtained even
though the tare heat flux may deviate somewhat from its predicted
value. This argument leads to the selection of a very short speci-
men. However, the effective length of the specimen is not the measured
length of the tube segment. The effective length is dependent on the
thermal contact between the specimen and the end fittings, and becomes
more difficult to determine accurately as the length is decreased and
temperature gradients in the vicinity of the end fittings increase.
A specimen length of 1 in. (2.54 cm) has been found to provide a
satisfactory compromise between the above considerations, and was
selected for this program.

To attain a miitimum heat flux through paths other than the speci-
men to be evaluated, the tube is insulated internally and externally
as shown in fig. 95. The internal insulation is accomplished with
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carefully fitted disks of aluminized mylar separated with nylon net.
The mylar disks are each perforated, and provision is made for
evacuation of the tube interior. The outer insulation is accomplished
by carefully fitting layers of aluminized nylon and net ovc- the
specimen and around the hot end to form a series of concentric en-
closures. This configuration provides for reasonably constant
temperature over each insulation layer and a. minimum of heat transfer
parallel to the layers. The necessity of feeding heater and thermo-
couple wires through the insulation increases the complexity of the
insulation installation.

Because the heat leak into the insulated cryogen tank is very
much greater than the heat flux through the specimen, boiloff measure-
ment is not a practical means for determining heat flux. Rather, the
heater power is measured. This is accomplished by measurement of
voltage and current, with voltage taps located near the heater to avoid
line loss errors. Constantan power leads through the specimen insulation
minimize lead wire losses. Temperatures are measured with copper con-
stantan thermocouples. Liquid level (hydrogen) is measured with carbon
sensors, and pressure measurement is by bourdon tube gage.

Test item installation: The specimens were prepared for testing
by installing internal radiation shields to reduce radiation heat
transfer within the sample. The radiation shields used for this purposa
are made up of 1/4-mil-thick (0.0006 cm) mylar aluminized on both sides.
This material was cut into disks of a diameter that creates a slight
contact between the wall of the sample and the disks. The radiation
shield disks were separated by disks of nylon netting to minimize solid
heat conduction through the radiation shielding. The disks were stacked
inside the sample using two nylon net disks to separate each radiation
shield from its adjacent shields. Gare was taken to minimize the com-
paction of the shielding to further reduce solid conduction heat trans-
fer. This method of assembly results in a density of approximately 35
radiation shields per in. (13.8 1cm).

Aluminum rings, machined to provide an interference fit, were
pressed into each end of the sample. Aluminum end plates were then
bonded to the sample with a thermally conductive epoxy adhesive. The
end plates were counter bored so each end of the sample was in contact
with aluminum for 0.125 in. (0.318 cm) along its length (i.e., the
width of the internal ring and the depth of the counter bore). A
typical specimen is shown before and after assembly in fig. 96.

Approximately 35 layers of multilayer insulation, of the type
used inside the tubes, was used to insulate the specimen externally.
This was accomplished by using oversize sheets of aluminized mylar
and netting, each with a hole cut in its center to closely fit the
outside diameter of the specimen. All of the mylar foils and spacers
were assembled into the specimen, using a short radial slit from the
hole to permit installation. Each layer of insulation was then care-
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fully folded around the heater end of the specimen, trimmed, and closed
with mylar adhesive tape so as to make a bag like enclosure. Care was

taken to interweave the power and thermocouple lead wires through the

insulation layers so as to minimize overlapping gaps through the in-

sulation enclosure.

Test method: After the test chamber was evacuated and the heat
sink vessel was filled with liquid hydrogen, the assembly was allowed

to cool for 24-hr. At this time, temperatures were recorded and heater
power was adjusted to bring an increase in temperature difference along
the specimen of 150R (80K). Temperatures and power were monitored for
3 to 6 hr to assure stabilization. Power was then increased to bring

the temperature difference along the specimen to 30°R (170K). After

temperatures were stabilized and recorded, the heat sink vessel was
emptied of liquid hydrogen.

As the cold end of the specimen slowly warmed, the heater power
was adjusted to maintain the temperature difference at the last
stabilization value. The warming required 36 to 48 hr with temperatures
and power being recorded every 30 minutes. Power adjustments were made
as required every 15 minutes. When the specimen warm end temperature
was near local ambient, the test was concluded. The specimens tested
are described in table 39.

Table 39.- Thermal Conductivity Test Results

Specimen diameter Mean temperature Measured thermal Predicted thermal
conductivity conductivity

in. cm 0R OK Btu/hr0Rft W/m0K Btu/hr0Rft W/m0K

0.5a  1.27 100 56 0.46 0.005

300 167 1.51 0.018

500 278 2.11 0.025 1.78 0.021

2.0 5.08 100 56 0.41 0.005

300 167 1.25 0.015

500 278 1.71 0.020 1.00 0.012

5.0c  12.7 100 56 0.45 0.005

300 167 0.73 0.009

500 278 0.93 0.011 0.96 0.011

a. Sample taken from CFL6300605, S/N 4 and included a 0.007 in. (0.018 cm)
thick Inconel 718 liner and three layers of overwrap (HLH).

b. Sample taken from CFL6300611 S/N 83 and included a 0.003 in. (0.008 cm)
thick Inconel 718 liner and three layers of overwrap (HLH).

c. Sample taken from CFL6300614, S/N 120 and included a 0.003 in. (0.008 cm)
thick Inconel 718 liner and four layers of overwrap (HLHH).
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Generalized data presentation and test results: The thermal
conductivity test results are presented in table 39 with a typical
curve of the results shown in fig. 97.

Data reduction was accomplished by a thermal analysis program
which accounts for all heat flows from the test heater, such as heat
flow through the multilayer insulation covering the specimen and the
radiation shields installed within the specimen. From the heat in-
put data and the above analysis, the effective solid thermal con-
ductivity of the specimen was determined. For data obtained under
nonsteady conditions, an additional correction was made for the rate
of heat gain or loss of the thermal mass involved. Because the actual
effective thermal mass cannot be directly determined, a survey type
analysis was conducted using a range of thermal masses based on the
measured weight and material composition. The thermal mass giving
the best curve fit through steady-state results was assumed to be
appropriate. The measured values of thermal conductivity are compared
in table 39 with those predicted from published data for the composite
tube cross-section at 500OR (2780K).

Thermal flux testing. - A series of tests were conducted to
evaluate the thermal performance of complete tube assemblies. Five
specimens were tested representing the combinations of tube diameters
and liner and overwrap configurations.

Test equipment and setup: The basic test fixture consisting of
vacuum chamber and cryostat, used in the short specimen thermal con-
ductivity tests was adapted for use in this test series. The speci-
mens were of sufficient length to present a serious problem in insulating
the tubes so as to isolate the heat flux transmitted by the tube from
that entering through the side wall. Therefore, a thermal guard shroud
was incorporated to minimize sidewall heat flux. This shroud consisted
of a thin seamless steel cylinder, thermally connected to the heat
sink (cryostat) and fitted with a heater on the opposite end.

The test specimen was installed inside the guard shroud and
insulated from it with opacified fiberglass batting. The specimen was
also thermally connected to the heat sink and fitted with a heater,
and the entire assembly was insulated overall. By maintaining the hot
end of the guard shroud at the same temperature as the hot end of the
specimen, a temperature profile was established along the shield which
approximated that along the specimens. Thereby, the radial heat flux
into the specimen was kept to a very small value. The specimen tubes
were not insulated internally and were exposed to the vacuum environ-
ment. Instrumentation was similar to that used for the short tube tests,
but also included thermocouples at several points along the guard shield
and along the specimen wall. Test specimens and apparatus at various
stages of assembly are shown in figures 98 through 103. For small
diameter specimens, two tests were accomplished simultaneously, using
parallel installations. The test configuration is shown schematically
in fig. 104.
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Test method: After evacuating the specimen and chamber, and
introducing the liquid cryogen to the heat sink vessel, the tube-
insulation-shroud assembly was allowed to cool until the tube mid-
point temperature reached its expected final value. The tube heater
power was then set at the predicted value required to maintain the hot
end at approximately 530 0R (2950K) and the shroud power was set to
bring the tube and shroud warm ends to nearly the same temperature.
The final power settings were maintained for 36 hr. Temperature along
the tube end shroud and power to the two heaters was recorded at the
end of this period. Each tube was tested at two cold end temperatures,
using liquid nitrogen and liquid hydrogen in the heat sink. Typical
pressure in the chamber during test was 2 x 105mm Hg. Physical data
of the tubes tested are shown in table 40.

TABLE 40. - THERMAL FLUX TEST SPECIMEN DATA

Serial Diameter Liner Overwrap Length as tested
Number Thickness Material Emissivity Thickness Type

in. cm in. cm in. cm in. cm

7 0.5 1.27 0.007 0.018 718 Incenel 0.1 0.030 0.08 HLH 18 46

43 0.5 1.27 0.009 0.023 304 0.15 0.030 0.08 HLH 18 46
Stainless

88 2.0 5.08 0.006 0.015 718 Intonel 0.1 0.030 0.08 HLH 18 46

83 2.0 5.08 0.003 0.008 718 Inconel 0.1 0.030 0.08 HLH 18 46

127 5.0 12.7 0.006 0.015 718 Inconel 0.1 0.040 0.10 HLHH 11 28

Generalized data presentation and computer simulation: In
analyzing the thermal flux test data the computer program des-
cribed in Task I was used to simulate each test. In addition to
the thermal model, provision in the program was made for shroud node
temperatures and conduction paths. The input data from the tests
included tube end temperatures, shroud temperature distribution, tube
and insulation physical dimensions, and material properties. Output
included temperature distribution along the tube and thermal flux
through the tube Figure 105 shows a typical comparison of calculated
and measured temperature distribution along a tube. The discrepancy
is acceptably small. Table 41 and 42 compare thermal flux measured
and predicted in each of the 10 tests.

It is noted from tables 41 and 42 that total heat fluxes are
generally greater than predicted. Two most likely sources of inac-
curacy are undetected radiation leakage through the specimen insula-
tion and radiation through the tube due to specular, rather than
totally diffuse reflectivity of the inside surface of the liner. To
assess the possible effect of the specular reflectivity, the maximum
possible additional radient heat transfer was calculated and is
presented in column 4 of tables 41 and 42. This calculation was based
on an assumed inside emissivity of 0.05, with totally specular
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reflectivity. Measured values of total hemispherical emissivity of
the liner materials were found to lie between 0.05 and 0.20, depending
on surface condition. The fraction of the additional radient transfer
required to meet the deficit is given in column 5 of the table. From
these values, it appears that a major part of the error could be attri-
buted to this additional heat transfer path except for the serial no.
43 specimen.
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Fig. 105. - Temperature Distribution Along Specimen S/N 7 Found
During The Liquid Nitrogen Thermal Flux Test As
Measured and Calculated.
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TASK IV - ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS

For the purpose of clarity and continuity, all of the test
results have been included and discussed in the applicable section
of the fabrication and testing tasks.
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SUZMRY OF RESULS

The purpose of this test program was to investigate the
feasibility of using metal lined glass-fiber tubing as tank
pressurization and propellant outflow lines on upper-stage space

vehicles using cryogenic propellants.

The concept of the composite tubes was to use extremely thin
walled metal liners,, to provide leak-free service and reduce
conductive heat transfer, with an overwrap of glass fibers to
provide structural integrity.

Results obtained during the course of the overall program
include the following:

1) The most efficient use of the lines would be to locate the
composite section as near the tank as possible and make
them as long as is practical;

2) The composite tubes are lightweight and could provide a
significant weight saving in space vehicles;

3) The composite tubes are sufficiently strong and rigid
so that no special handling techniques, other rthan
ordinary care, are required;

4) Some wrinkling or slight buckling of the liner during
fabrication or assembly does not degrade the performance
of the completed composite line.

Results obtained during thE fabrication phase of the program:

1) Manufacturing methods required to fabricate the thin metal
liners and apply trie glass-fiber overwrap are available
in the present state-of-the-art; however, further develop-
ment of the solid-state bonding technique with respect to
cleanliness requirements and size limitations may be
warranted; and

2) All resistance welds made during fabrication of the
liners or attaching the end fittings should be helium
leak checked with a mass spectrometer leak detector.

Results obtained from the thermal testing phase of the program:

1) The three main mechanisms of heat transfer along the tubes
in this test program are solid conduction, diffuse radiation,
and specular radiation. Of these only the first two are
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included in the computer program used in this analysis.
Calculated input energy therefore should fall below
measured and in fact it does in each test. The computer
calculations and test program results are compatible
when a maximum value of specular radiant transfer is
added to the calculations. Since specular and diffuse
radiant transfer are present to the same extent regardless
of wall thickness, and regardless of whether the tube is
a composite or completely metal, the program can show
the improvement in thermal performance of the thin-walled
tube over a similar thick-walled tube; and

2) The composite structure is clearly more efficient in con-
ductive heat transfer which satisfies the program objectives.

Results obtained during the structural testing phase of the
program:

1) The fusion weld method used to join the liner to the
end fitting on the CFL6300616 and original design of the
CFL6300612 proved to be unsatisfactory due to the
difference in the thickness of the welded members;

2) The high incidence of leakage failures in the GFL6300605,1
CFL6300606, and CFL6300607 designs was attributed to
leakage at the resistance weld joining the liner to the
end fitting. The fact that some tubes of each design
were leak free indicates that close control of the fabri-
cation process is required to produce leak free joints;

3) The actual burst pressure of the test specimen final
designs was generally higher than predicted. These
higher burst pressures were attributed to friction
between the liner and the glass overwrap which allowed
the liner to transfer some axial load to the glass
overwrap. This friction was not accounted for during
the design analysis; and

4) The predicted gaps between the liners and the glass
overwrap at cryogenic temperatures were generally confirmed,
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RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of the knowledge and experience gained from this
program, Martin Marietta Corporation makes the following recom-
mend a tions :

I) Further development of solid-state bonding techniques
as a method of attaching end fittings be accomplished.

2) Further development of resistance welding methods to
join end fittings to small diameter, thin walled tubes
be accomplished.

3) Develop liner materials that are not susceptible to
hydrogen embrittlement.

4) Develop the fabrication techniques required to produce
thin metal lined, glass overwrapped tubes of large dia-
meter and/or long length, say 15 in. (38.1 cm) diameter
and many feet long.

5) Develop methods of reducing losses due to specular
radiation,

6) Update the existing feedline chilldown computer program
to include composite tubing.

7) Develop a composite system with a low heat capacity.

8) Perform a test program to determine the capability of the
composite tubes to withstand vibration levels encountered
during launch and flight of space vehicles.

9) Use composite tubes to prevent heat soak back from rocket
engines which results in damage to engine valves.

10) Use composite tubing for pressurization and propellant
outflow lines in future designs of propulsion systems
using cryogenic propellants.

11) Extend the use of composite tubing to commercial applica-
tions such as LNG tanker transfer lines and other cryogenic
storage and transfer systems.
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APPENDIX A

DATA ACQUISITION EQUIPMENT LIST

1. Recorders

A. Sanborn 6 Channel

Model: 156-10OBW

Chart Speeds: 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, and
100 mm/sec.

Frequency Response: DC to 100 Hz with 3dB down at 10
divisions P-P amplitude.

Rise Time: 5 milliseconds

Linearity: Essentially perfect over the middle 40
divisions of the 50 division chart. Maximum error
over entire 50 divisions is less than 0.5 division.

Sensitivity: Approximately 0.5 V/cm of deflection.

Drift: Less than 0.5 division per hour.

B. Honeywell 24 Channel, Multi-point

Model: Electronik 153

Chart Speed: I in./min (2.54 cm/min)

Balance Speed: 4.5 seconds

Printing Speed: 5.0 seconds

Reference Junction: Copper-Constantan

C. Beckman Instruments, Inc.

Scanner: Model 4005

Pre-amplifier: Model 4004-1

Digital Voltmeter: Model 4011RVP

Printer: Model 1453

2. Digital Instruments

A. Dana Digital Voltmeter

Model: 5740
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Range: Ranges covering 10 millivolt DC to 1000.00 Volt DC

Resolution: From 0.1 micro volts DC to 10 millivolts DC

Short Term Accuracy: + 0.001% of full scale on all ranges.

Digitizing Time: 13 ms constant range and polarity.

B. Honeywell DC Potentiometric

Model: 852

Range: 1KV, IOOV, 10V and 1V

Resolution: 0.0001% of full scale on all ranges.

Short Term Stability: + 0.005% per day, non-cumulative.

C. Beckman/Berkely Digital System

Range: 0.000 to 999.9 volts

Resolution: 0.01% of full scale

Linearity: 0.01%

Range Selection: Automatic

Sensitivity: 1 millivolt without pre-amplifier

1 microvolt with pre-amplifier

D. Leeds & Northrup Potentiometer

Model: 8686

Range: -10.100 to +1010.000 my, +1010.000 to 1020.000 my

Resolution: I microvolt

3. Signal Amplifiers

Dana Differential Amplifier

Model: 2860 (with filtering)

Linearity: DC to 2 KHZ + 0.01%

Range: i to 2500 gain + 0.01%

4. Leak Detector

Consolidated Electrodynamics, Helium Mass Spectrometer, Model
24-120,
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INSTRUMENTATION LIST

1. Pressure Transducers

A. Taber Instruments Corporation - Model 206

B. Instrumented Pressure Gauge

American Instrument Co., Inc.

Model: 13399

Range: 0 to 30,000 psi (0-20,700 N/cm )

2. Strain Gages

A. Automation Industries

Model C9-125-R2T Rosette

Model S741-R2T-300 Rosette

B. Balswin - Lima - Hamilton

Type C-8

Type DLB-MK35-4A-SI3
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